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so they nake more sense than iml i.ty. 
This MetaSemper Floreat is 
published by the University of 
Queensland Student Union. The 
rather problematic but exceedingly 
informative "BIG PICTURE" has been 
condensed here, for you, by us, the 
editors: Greg Winslett. Kyla Reid, 
Sandy Brown and Ward 
Levingston,To facilitate the 
convenience of your viewing 
experience we sought the help of 
our typesetter, Adrianne Bond and 
our flash artistic and technical 
director, Lindsay "the man" 
Colbourne. 
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in ar:cordance witn current research on ttie role of chlorofluor-ocarbuns 
(CFC's) on ttie global atmospheric crisis, Ctiese gasses are being 
phased out of production. After December 1995, the manufacture of 
these substances will cease under the Montreal Protocol on 
Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, signed by Australia in 
1987, It will then be illegal to manufacture or import the CFC-based 
refridgerant R12 that present cooling systems use. The gas that 
chemical companies are now manufacturing to replace R12. 
hydroflurocarbon R134a, is not much better. R134a is explosive, 
poisonous, carcinogenic and doesn't even work in existing cooling 
systems. Multinational chemical companies are the cnly ones big 
enough to handle -he demand for a new refridgerant, so it looks like we 
are being forced to play their game. This means that every air 
conditioner and fridge in the world is going to have to be replaced 
when the current CFC refridgerant stocks run out - and it's 
multinationals like DuPont and ICI who are cashing in on the fact that 
they control the only alternatives. Though ozone friendlier than CFCs, 
R134a is still listed in the Montreal Protocol as a potent greenhouse 
gas and tias been scheduled to be pnased out by the development of a 
less environmentally damaging altGrnative, 
Ihis i W m tios crstitl o w t e i \^\ big prgbLfdis, 
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Motorists will have to pay between J250 and SB50 to replace or retrofit their OEone-damaging air 
conditioning units. In Australia, this will cos: motorists over ' billion dollars for the luxury of keeping 
cool. The domestic refridgeration industry is reorganizing itself to convert to the new technology. The 
cost of this reorganiztion will he passed on to the consumer in the form of higtier prices for fridges and 
freezers. Even with this multi-billion dollar restructuring, most domestic fridges produced in 1995 will 
be based on CFC using systems, meaning they will become obsolete well before the end of their working 
life. The avera to change supermarket cold storage display cases has been estimated by Machine Design 
magazine (January 24, 1994] at $100, 000 per store. It is expected that this expense will drive many 
independent .supermarkets and small chains out of business. The need to replace cooling units in 
buildings wili create chaos and the implications of these changes are far reaching. Though there are no 
studies of the national cost of these changes, estimates show that the total cost will exceed S'O 
billion per year in the US, This is the most radical and far-reaching change that has ever occurred in the 
industrial processes used in manufacturing, transportation and refridgeration. 
One problem is t:hat CFCs are being 
stockpiled by suppliers, as existing 
stoc^3 of CFCs are legally able to 
be used to rriaincain CFC units after 
December 1995. In some cases 
these stockpiles are very large. As 
CFCs are phased out, they will 
become much more expensive and 
difficult to purchase. Manufactur-
ers of CFCs are [conservatively) 
predicting price rises of 15% every 
quarter after 1995. CFC utilizing 
technology will become obsolete 
when stocks of CFCs run out. Over 
one billion pieces of equipment that 
rely on CFCs will be useless. As the 
only available alternative to CFC 
technology now available doesn't 
even work in existing cooling 
systems, new ones must be 
designed and fitted to use the new 
gas - RI 34a. Ever^ y fridge and 
airconditioner in the world (cars, 
buildings, shopping centres, 
offices.,.] must be replaced with 
CFC free technology. 
\\ sorfJij ricQriJ of 11131^0 is Wm... 
A Safety Alert produced by one of DuPont's own subsiduaries - ELF Altochem, Octobe.- 30, 1992 -
points out that high temperatures cause R134a to alter its properties. This process, called thermal 
decomposition, has significant implications for cigarette smokers. Inhaling through a cgarette creates 
temperatures high enough to cause R134a to denature and become a highly poisonous gas. 
Increased incidences of benign testicular tumours have been seen in rats exposed to relatively low levels 
of the gas. The DuPont safety alert suggests that the relevance of these findings to humans has not 
been established. Though tumours in rats have been observed, no studies have examined what these 
chemicals do to humans in real situations. Furthermore, there has been no testing on the combined 
effects of inhal ng a whole family of newly synthesised refridgerants. Synergistic interactions may 
demonstrate dangerous effects of R134a when inhaled with other refridgerants in the workplace over a 
period ot time. 
R134a is explosive. OuPont reports that RI 34a has been shown in tests to be combustible at 
pressures as low as 5.5 psig at 350 F when mixed with ain DuPont do not discuss what happens to 
leaky automobile airconditioners containing highly pressurised R134a and infiltrated air in engine 
compartments where underhood temperatures commonly reach 300 F 
SQ liouj is i t 
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There are actually D numbe- of refridgerant gases 
which have been developed to replace CFCs. R134a is 
the only option being made available to us. Companies like 
DuPont and ICI frequently abusethe power and money they ccntrol 
by purchasinr; the rights to competitive technology and then refusing to 
produce it • insteao offering thier own nore profitable product. In this situation, 
competition to ths multinationals has been stifled in a far more insidious way Australias 
own Environmental Protect ion Agency (EPA) are referr ing consumers s t ra igh t to the 
Association cf Fluorocarbon Consumers and Manufacturers (of which DuPont are members, of course) for 
technical information. This bias in the representation of the avai1ab;e alternatives to CFCs is being passed 
on to the public in the form of a mountains of misinformation. Documents produced by the EPA cite R134a 
as the only alternative, citing "insufficient testing" of t:tie "controversial" alternatives as reasons to avoid 
any product except R134a, Greenpeace have already produced GREENFREEZE, a fridge which works w th a 
mixture of propane and butane: meaning it works without CFCs, MFCs or HCFCs, 
One local alternative to DuPonts R134a have even been the subject of a campaign aimad at descrediting their 
product, 'OZTEC HC-12a Australia' manufacture an organic refridgerant with a zero ozone-depletion potential 
and a negligible global warming potential, HC12a isa 'drop in" replacement meaning it requires no retrofitting 
or redesigning of any refridgeration syscerp as it s already compatible. Many businesses recently rece.ved a 
"blanket fax" • from one fax to many faxes at once - of an article from a magazine saying clearly that HC12 was 
banned by the EPA. The article went on to say that IHCIS was both dangerous and illegal and Chat only H134a 
was a suitable substitute for CFCs. Tnis damaging information was intended to deliberately mislead consi,mer5 
about Che potential uses of HC12. The fax was circulated anonymously, though it has been identified as one of 
Itif niorktt is biing contrQlti tQ fouQur H D ^ Q . 
A critical (and perhaps fatal) flaw in the application of the Montreal 
Protocol is the selection of the World Bank as the primary implementing 
agency for the goals of the Protocol, For most of the history of the 
Protocol the World Bank has controlled about 80% of the Multilateral 
Fund, ari account collected by Che Bank from taxpayers to develop 
alternatives to CFC technology. Two of the Bank's seven primary advisors (the Ozone Operations Resource Group - ODRG), are current employees 
of iCI. All seven are closely associated with the chemical industry. 
The World Bank is widely recognized as one of the most powerful financiena 
of environmental destruction on the planet. In 1993 alone, it loaned 
US$23 billion, which in turn leveraged over $100 billion worth of 
investments. Its loans have been responsible for the felling of an estimated 
1.900.000 square kilometres of forest, and the forced relocation of 
millions of people. In 1994, four years after the instigation of the 
Multilateral Fund, it was revealed to the Protocol that despite the 
allocation of over US$120 million the World Bank had not completed one 
single project. 
Structurally the Bank is controlled by the industrialised Northern 
countries, who are the donors into the Bank. The top five stockholder 
governments control 40 percent of the vote, with the US alone controlling 
17 percent. According to it's original charter, the Bank's President 
must be an American. 
jn effect, the Bank creates markets for Northern multinational companies 
iri the less economically developed nations. As US Treasury Secretary 
Lloyd Bentsen recently testified before the US Congress, for every 
taxpayer's do'lar the US contributes to the Bank, US contractors get 
back $1,80 ir orders from the Bank for goods. 
An examination of the Bank's ozone-saving projects reveals a disturbing 
bias towards chemical company alternatives. Through its selection of 
projects and promotion of technologies, the Bank has successfully 
turned the Protocol into a market development bonanza for Northern 
chemical companies like ICI and DuPont - the very companies who were 
responsible for ozone depletion in the first place. The Bank has recently 
come under increasing scrutiny because it is not getting money to the 
fteld, and it is not phasing out ozone depleting substances. 
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This report used information from the following sources: 
MONEY TO BURN - The World Bank. Chemical Companies and Ozone Depletion. 
by Steve Kretzman. Published by Greenpeace in September, 1994. 
HFC134a Safety Alert, produced by ELF Altochem, North America 
Fluorochemicals, Three Parkway -906. Philadelphia, PA 19102. 
"The $5 Trillion Mistake", by Rogelio Maduro and Bob Holzknecht in Machine 
Desipn, January 24, 1994. 
Your vehicle air-cpnditioner and the ozone laver. Information for mechanics 
replacing CFCs in vehicle air conditioners and Important information for anvone 
who owns or manages an air conditioned building, pamphlets produced by the 
Australian Environment Protection Agency 
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Long a favourite with University students, the Royal 
Exchange Hotel in High Street Toowong offers a 
delightful combination of relaxed atmosphere and 
second to none service, 
ve entertainment is a regular feature of the shady Beer 
arden, where students get the chance to rub shoulders 
usiness, legal and media types while taking in some 
great live music. 
The Royal Exchange is noted for its fine food and 
extensive menu, ranging from ils famous steak 
sandwiches and Beer Garden BBQ to innovative Bistro 
meals. As host Andrew Ford says, 'The service is first 
class, and the atmosphere is casual and relaxed." 
So leaves your pressures at the font door, and check out 
the ambience of the Royal Exchange Hotel. There's 
always room for one more steak on the BBQ, and you'll 
never run out of beer. 
10 High Street Toowong 
Phone 371255 
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Budget '95 
Education Area's 
Report 
According lo most commentary this years budget was an election budget. 
In terms of Higher Education its effects on students will be minimal. HECS 
wasn'i increased but neither was Austudy; there will be more student places 
but no more capital money to provide the extra infrastructure needed to 
accommodate more students and retain leaching quality . In summary the 
budget represents a diversion of existing higher education funding through 
savings on HECS and Austudy to deliver extra university places and more 
money for research. 
What should be of more concern to students is v/hal the Federal Govern-
ment failed to do. There will be no re-regulation of post-graduate fee paying 
arrangements which means that Universities still have the power to charge 
whatever they like for post-grad courses. The government failed to provide 
additional Austudy and a rent assistance component to Austudy and thus 
!^ ?.VG fSiicd to uiicvisis sJudeni poverty and housing stress. Finally having 
no extra money means that Universities won't be able to address those in-
sidious problems which plague us for the entirety of our degree: overcrowd-
ing, student/ staff ratios, the lack of books and general teaching resources. 
The only sting in the tail of this budget will be felt by permanent residents in 
Australia. In a mean spirited attempt to cut down on Austudy payments and 
increase HECS repayments, the Federal budget decreed that permanent 
residents who have lived in Australia for three years will lose their Austudy 
entitlements and have to pay HECS up front. The justification for these 
changes arises out of concern over potential loophole in Austudy and HECS 
systems v;hich may be exploited in relation lo foreign sourced income and 
assets. There is a fear that some people might be understating their income 
or assets. The federal government is also keenly aware that students with 
a HECS debt can leave the country v;ithout paying it back. Both citizens 
and non-citizens may have foreign sourced income and assets v/hich es-
cape the watchful eye of DEET These changes do not stop the exploitation 
of these loopholes, they simply exclude on substantial student population 
from certain entitlements. 
Budget Student agitation successfully stopped the Federal Government from 
introducing some of the more regressive changes proposed in the Options 
Paper, such as increasing HECS and introducing more up-front administra-
tive charges. However, the Federal budget does not signal a renewed com-
mitment to funding Higher Educalion property. Unlil it does the duality of 
our education vM suffer and poverty will continue to plague a substantial 
number of students. 
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SThis spiritual poverty cannot be over-
g come by anybody wanking away inde-
^ pendently, nor by exclusive married ecu-
' s pies, trendy threesomes, casual 
a copulators, exclusive brotherhoods, 
.= helping professions, institutionalised 
o charities or welfare states, but only as 
g , members of a one-earth family of uniquely 
•S different, self-sovereign, individuals who 
^ are prepared, on the basis of rational rea-
a son, to dedicate their living to coopera-
*^ lively eliminating the poverty. 
Really good physical health, or everlast-
ing life, is lo be found by means of cer-
ebral evolution; the philosophical search 
for truth, gnosis, enlightenment or spiritual 
rebirth. This means exercising the muscles 
oflhe frontal lobes, imaginatively and un-
conventionally, in response to one's expe-
riences of interaction, experimentation 
and argumentation, in order lo develop 
an holistic mind-set, which ensures 
that one lives, enthusiastically and 
single-mindedly, for the one right 
reason. 
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This is a kidney stone. 
Its fiery journey thiougli 
tlie soft, sensitive tissue 
of your urinary tract is 
an excruciatingly 
painfut experience, and 
often results in llie 
sufferer wisliing^e 
were dead. 
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This is to ensure the introduction 
oflhe post-institutional society of 
dynamic peace, on earth, under 
the reign of the pantheistic 
God-IVIother, in contrast lo 
the institutionalised civilisa-
tion of the worldly godfa-
^ thers who, for centuries, 
have represented legal-
ised abstractions such 
as the university, the 
tribe, the discipline, 
the profession, the 
caste, Allah and/or 
Yahweh and, 
more recently, 
the New World 
Order. 
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udlence did you see the (ilni being targetted at? 
"• " • Girl comic? 
roadcrttian Ihat, you know it's stiti an underground comic boolc 
wo wore trying lo broaden our scope beyond Iho book readers and 
lan ruiling cdgo, hip, you know dIHorent inoulo. 
e film was Ialten from the orapliic novel format lo a film, 
mud of a problem? Oid lou (ind it important Ihat aspect of Tanli 
miTihn? 
Mto doing tho bost • Irying to do something that was different. I roally tried 
!nmir book as I could bo and that was obviously a problem because wc were 
& wilh no plol and taking il lo Hollywood. Bul I was Irying lo do as many and as many things thai were different as I could and the more that 
10 "you can'l do this" the moro I was certain Ihal if was Ihe righl thing to do. The lact that 
m r i put animation in Iho middle of Iho movio and "you can't put these still panels in tho 
•"*-*'j"-is all Iho morc reason lor me to wanl to do it. 
to compromise your impression ol tbe tanK giri character very much to 
.Jm audience? 
iflnllely pushed the envelope ol what was acceptable in Hollywood except I didn't 
uise the character per so but I couldn't keep the sort ol lack of plot that's in the 
isly had to put In a structure. I guess I had to compromise the character In that she 
d-with somebody and then shool them, you couldn't go quite Ihat far, I think wo tried 
10 violence but into Iho spirit of her craziness and hor daring and everything else. 
litty even though sb^ms itind ol out to save the day rather than have a good 
wnMi.ri3jMiJ'ti3ittrgti*lii 
• '•i-l^M^ii^\ml^\\mi 
-,iii'>:i'ii'4iii^i(i 
ve a good timeand that's what we tried to do, wail( that line to malte her out 
leous but still gel the movie made. That was llie most conversations I had with the 
e how far can we push thisand still gel the movie made - what cnmpromises is 
S lo mal(e lo still get the movie made, the ariginatars have in mailing the film. Do they basically sign all licence over to 
•• i iaH' i i j i ' i j i H I 
l ^ h a t I would keep ihcm involved and I did w|iich was when t suggested that they 
Q h o comic book. I said 'I really wanl you to be as involved as I can keep you', and I 
mg alot of Ihc designs for Ihe.film. Ho obviously did all the still panels but hc also did 
^ losigned tho tank, hc designed some of thewardrobe, so I kept bim involved on an 
BRow-didn't havo very much say in was the scripl ailhough we talked Ihrough alot of 
i . • \ • . 
ling, you know they spiced up the language. ,1 '' ' 
QRre happy with the finished product ollhe film? 
iso cause I always fell Ihat whatever ybii do you're going to dissapoint the creators. I think 
I athow different and how elective it rcally was that they were voiy pleased. 
(ilmwas as sending up ar laking off the whale idea of political correctness. Did 
Hvhen malting the iilm? • ' <• ^  
^Bolh political correclncss and also complete sexual role reversal. 
I t found really funny i i the scene when the rippers were tail(ing about vvhen 
TUtey were maurning and ail that type of thing and 1 look that.as rather 
If male angst, let's get into il sort of thing. Was that an intention.) 
jnt of Ihat tongue in cheek stutl that you kind ol place there and hope that the 
i^lt get that you've Still got your tongue tn your.chcck. , . 
cant that a woman directed the film? 
fflPdirect the film. I think it would haVc been harder for a man to direct this lilm lo 
s In there and also lo gctsomo of thp non subtle things in there and not have il Jusi 
.Vihon tho studio started to do a teaser they were instantly tried to dress her in a 
«ay and l.kept saying there is this line belween C|Xplollation and hip. The minule I 
fatitoindersland the line. 
Ibes do you tbinit? 
nportant Ihat I was a woman: ' 
ly&^ny l(ind Of feminist agenda? ' ' 
.ruoably underlying it. It's total agenda was lo have fun. I would never talk lo the 
. , _ . . ..,,111 III 
iMMMMiiliMiiiMi 
• i I I . .B fr t>X! i i ! i 
sen criticised as having arisen out of some kind of male w^t dream because 
boys but^by the same token she's beeo taken up by lots of women as an 
|iu see Ihat contradlElion as a problem at all? 
Hnating and ll goes to show how incredibly effective thoy were in creating a char-
,an do. It's a crusade for everyone and that they managed to create a really toughs 
lat's not threatening to men and'still it's a crusade lor women. I mean that's reaUy 
'jof tho things I lound most provocative aboul tho whole project. 
> . 
4> 
\ 
& 
' ^ 
Even 
though 
ihe song 
ihat Ice T has 
crealed ior Ihe 
lilm talking about a 
girl with a big gun 
seeking revenge on the 
male race? 
I think Ihcy think that's cool. I 
haven't had too much of a ... well I 
don'l know, you'll have to talk to men 
and see what their response is. 
In terms ol Ihe ending of Ihe film it is 
deflnately set up with a view |o making a 
sequel or continuing the tank girl saga obvi-
ously it depends on how Ihe film goes at the 
box office buf do you ^ee a series of lank girl films 
progressing from this one? 
It's up to tho box pifice. It's nol my decision. I'd love t& 
keep making them^ I'm passionate about this project. 
Dne iast qaestion? > , 
The nilros oxide? Is Ihat somelhing that you tncarporated into 
ihe film yourself or did the originators come iip with that idea? 
The wha l? •, 
The nilros oxide. 
That was tho writer. I mean that was definilely something that hc came up with. 
Not the comic book guys but the writer. 
Right SO it's not something that you dabble in yourself? 
No. I can't..; well. I don't have to answer that. i ' 
Right pass on that question. ' ' 
it's not something I hang around doing alol. 11 was a big dear when I was in 
college. I can remember once I had an apartment apd the guy across the halt 
had a huge full scale tank, about four loot lall. 
Rigtit. Parly machine. , 
And I coufd hear it across^lhc hall Ihis huge (noise that can't be transoritcd) of 
son^one Inhaling. 
Have you gut any last comments that you'd like to throw in? 
No. • , 
DK thanks alot for talklog to me. ' ' 
Shannon Owen 
To win one OT 
five prize 
pacl<s includ-
ing a double 
pass, 
sountrack 
and poster for 
Tank Girl., 
come down to 
the Semper 
office and 
show us some 
affection. 
Coyote Grill 
Great! Steaks • Fajitas • Burgers 
Wood Grilled Over an Open Flame 
Cnr. Gailey & Swann Rds. 
At the Roundabout • St. Lucia 
Fully Licensed • BYO Wine Accepted 
For Bookings • Functions* Catering 
Ph 870-2442 
Free Beer with any meal! 
Open all day every day 
One frte local beer with any meal purchased iiuui one per customer 
per visit.. This ad must be presented.. Valid until 30 .April 1995. 
I ne I nira Annuaf-nnge hestivai was neid in Brisbane o 
ing May. It produced some Innovative, Interesting i 
!jie£iiiagJiHK« Pi'jt»ii i na g» i; portunity to prTQuce some exceptional work from wit 
a supportive IriTmstructure. 
ur-
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'd piece. 
0 pieces took] 
ouse exploring 
gh technologic 
s. I'm less sure 
ough perhaps t{ 
ined. In all a vei 
;e. 
b three seperate perform-
i warehouse venue down 
Each took place in a dif-
fith the first one. Henry's 
nd behind the building lo 
te strip between the river 
' space was in darkness, 
It. Four or five figures ar-
I overcoats and bags and 
:ks. Thus the performers 
ised encoun-
immigration and cultural 
e ahd marriage. 
ides, model making, mime 
3ely bins. Grainy film im-
were projected thrbugh a 
lowed oul from one char-
Ired back into the ground, 
ice and wit about this very 
the audience through to 
paradigms of popular cul-
al art and gender role as-
Jf what these pieces were 
hese Ihings are better left 
/••interesting nighl of per-
demoniun Theatre 
le Theatre, has once 
nces, this time with a 
the life of Harold Hoi' 
n with the Fringe F 
il was. Everything y 
theatre was incorpof piece I 
fingtoliti 
Letterfuckman; 
Company's offsprii'ig, De-
^gain joyed Brjsbane au-
lantomime comedy based 
and performed in corpo-
^ ival . And what fun frol-j 
i^u could ask for from a 
•"ite^, Including slir-
t);nmentary, aliens, 
sd Willys, David 
" nuns, Satan, 
's in,all of 
Brisbane. Hoi; was R 
losopher Tim Mansfie 
obsession with the Cori^? 
and with his almost unnoti 
the 1950s. Harold's not Tim's" 
did and.'sorry truth behind this v!5 
ian political history and chucks in i 
lie§ about almost anylhing else re) 
necled lo him. The besi performance d 
Jean-IVlarc Russ as stage hand. Bit silly re^  
nd phV 
[g-long 
and horse racing c 
hippies, glad-wrappl 
funky tunes, God 
"jld the spunkiest unf 
brainchila of artist^ 
1^ and explores a li 
rvative Prime-Mini 
f d disappearance 
exposes the sor-
nker of Austral-
me excellent 
con-
efrom 
otely 
I had a dreadful time trying to think of a good open-
ing (or this review. "Tosca is a-cpera-lover's op-
era". Nah, too plummy. "Tosca is an opera for peo-
pie who know nothing about opera". Helt'no, too 
patronising and probably no\ true. "Tosca is an 
opera". Succinct, punchy, difficult to deny, I like it. 
Yes, Tosca JS an opera. An absurd, plol full of im-
probable dramas, a boisterous score jam packed 
with moments by turns plangent, rousing and jolly, 
a glamorous heroine, a true hearted hero, an un-
believably villainous villain, and an ending that is 
truly magic, in every senseof the word: Tosca has 
il in all spades. And this production by Queens-
land's Lyric Opera is a monument to that cultural 
mechanism that resurrects irrelevant texts and in-
flates them wilh vast ihjections of cash so that the 
elite few can dress up and sit hal! a mile from the 
slage and sigh and get all goose-pimply during the 
dramatic bits. And I love it. I just lap it up. 
There is nothing worse than bad opera. Fortunately ^ 
Tosca is not that, but it failed to salisfy^complelely. 
IVlarilyn Richardson, one of Australia's premier di-
vas, sang well enough, bul her characterisation 
lacked the'fire to make the character convincing. 
As Cavaradossi, Edmund Barham sang extremely 
well, bringing a ringing urgency lo his more dra-
matic arias (hat was quite (hrilling. IVlafcolm 
_DaancIIy was pleasingly villainous as Scarpia, andi 
John Bolton-Wood made an amusing Sacristan.J 
The sots were exceptional; the forced perspem 
of Scarpia's study in Act Two was a Iriumphiflf! 
sign. Snd the lighting was highly effectiid 
translation used forlhe subtitles, howeveijlE 
need of alteration. If it is necessary lo 
ties some effort should be taken to ensu 
/ation avoids provoking laughter; \oA 
titles in Tosca were embarrassing^ 
banality robbed the singing of ils c 
Despile this, Tosca is still an enj^ 
tive production with much t( 
not, however, outstandinp' 
whether the defect lies inif i 
approach, 
IVIark Mclnnes 
subll-
trans-
any oi the 
liches whose 
'motional impaci. 
yable.ifconserva-
ecommend It. It is 
and one wonders 
e work itself or in the 
Akllt<« 
Imagine a room full of 
fulloftheyummiestti( 
all, Bn\o^\nQ the peao 
these same people hi 
small portions o] man' 
ritual circle, marked o 
if f-^Wttt 
only requirement.wai 
The atmosphere of in 
Princess Theatre as pi 
and the participants V 
dess. Yummmrhmmn 
Nicole Hills 
idles sitting cross-legged on the fl 
jings, maybe murmuring quietly or n o t ^ 
iful presence of some women lighting 1 
id feasted on an edible installation whi_. 
kinds of delicious food arranged in five s 
1 wilh potatoes and apples. We were inslr 
jed the installation lo enjoy whatever took oi?: 
to replace the food with oi:e of the candles ^ 
;ense satisfaction and gratification welled up in, 
lople ale their fill, washing over us as the candles,, 
(ft lo contemplate nourishment and the Abundant 
immmm. 
•or, hushed, bellies 
ying anything at 
candles. Earlier 
•h consisted of 
"Cted by the 
Vancy, the 
provided. 
ide the 
)ife're lit 
'^ -od-
This is an outstanding! 
at this yeaPs FringeF^ 
and definitely deliver'S 
tt 
Presented by Troupe.de Tour and com-
prising of a serious narrative thread link-
integration of street art techniques and 
and subtelty of humour, Tom Greder 
shows a lot of promise as a mime artist/ 
performer, and the talents of director 
Scott Witt were also obvious. Tho show 
was one.of the highlights of the Fringe 
Festival, although it took some time to 
"warm.up" dri the night. Backstage prop 
co-ordfnalipn, sound and lighting coufd 
also have been smoother and more 
proffessional, but despite these techni-
cal glitches the show was fantastic, 
J^n Seevinck 
This highly impressioifl 
ian writer, Eve Ijnglcft 
emotions vvhich invokM 
of cellist N/ladonna R h ^ 
performance will re-crS" 
cal landscapes throi i^ 
I was certainty inspire 
people know who she 
able bbdy ol poetry, sj 
This piece of theajre J 
of lhe experience - se 
ous backdrop for the 
dimensions, as lavish 
and on carefully sun/t 
nesfe/lightness of the < 
Scratch 'n Sniff 
f the performance works being held 
^y Douglas l.eonard,)hey pronijise 
EP actress this year in Brisbane". 
1 desires and dreams of Austral-
Intensity ar^ d subtle, poignant 
jiby the enchanting presence 
laiogram truthfully says: 'This 
jial; Australian/mythologi-
iece of Iheatre; provocative, inspiring and intriguing, and is one 
tival. Performed by filargi Browr?-Ash and directed arid designei 
ne of the most exhilarating and accomplished performances by 
tic and stylised piece sets oul lo reveal to the audience the thought; 
Brown's presence was a perfect pitch of in-your-face passionate 
the spirit of the writer. Her performance was magically complemente 
es who weaved a spell of fantastic possibilities ihrough sound. As the 
te the many layered textures of her (Eve Lang-ley's) inner/outer; real/ficlii 
sound, image, live music and dynamic performance." 
to find oul more about Eve Langley following this performance and read s 
was yet she seemed, once, to be assured a place as a major Australian novelis' 
ort stories and plays published. She died with a strong literary reputation, bul ii 
uperbly and intricately creates an atmosphere cf dark passions and light-hearted 
, music, performance, visual elements, light-ing - combine and contort to create a lu 
[wayward spirit of Eve Langley, Walking in to the theatre space was an experience (?! 
and powerful music swelled around our heads. The richness of possibilities was cer-ll 
ying the set, it was obvious that the emotions aboul to be unravelled were to be echoei 
ustralian landscape. This is truly excellence in theatre. 
.4 the 
y*r «»ft 
- tap - shuffle - slide - tap. 
\^tap-t i t ty-tap, • 
iffle slide ^ 
•Tap 
• Tappil 
• Tap - lai 
• shuffle, sh 
• Tap! - Tapl - \ 
add sweat, bari 
seat for 50 minu 
:the sound of t< 
^chests and blundsfones arid . 
tes. Over-rated! Go if you like to 
IraQing-alot. '> 
Jean-Ma 
Tfcree 
There are a million I' 
is just one of them 
itiytl 
Saire stories in bris veg^ is - this 
Imagine ifyou wil 
ing about thealr^ 
EN152 tule ai 
fiction could 
tre?" suggei 
always es 
develoi 
ager 
I its nol hard that you know nc 
! but you are rather keen on X in ycuT 
ifid you figure a coupla tickets to pulp 
roe the go - "How about some live thea-
sls the tall pale theatre rat next to you 
to grasp an opportunity for audience 
, "Yeah... theatre... I haven'l seen a play 
Mgh school" you reply, beginning to ponder 
particular production you should go and see. 
Uligently, and perhaps logically, you decide to sam-
! the slate's finest. I mean, if you're looking for the 
^ 5est then go righl to the top - the A grade - you get 
' what you pay for right? So off you go wilh you $80 (an 
amount far in excess of your share of the weekly rent) 
down lo the 
creamoflhecroplopoftheheapfundedtothefuckineyeballs 
QUEENSLAND THEATRE COMPANY and you pur-
chase two tickets lo their latest production - The Three-
penny Opera. There is even some change for the bus 
so you can keep your date wilh destiny and off you 
go again, clutching your fool's gold, confident in your 
purchase. I mean, you have to be a wise shopper tiiese 
days but - you get what you pay for... righl? The date 
was set and tonight's the night. You're all dressed up 
in your good gear, X is sitting beside you suitably at-
tired and similarly excited. The lights dim. You share 
a shiver of anticipation as the curtain goes up and -
then it begins. Not the play.., but the death. 
Unbeknownst to you, everything within you that was 
given life by your desire to experience live theatre is 
aboul lo be gradually and painfully killed. 
Soon you are bored, so you blame yourself - It's my 
Of course, as Is oft< 
case in this little to^  
ours, there Is some the! 
that Is just BAD. As perhaj 
Is also often the case, thii ^ 
theatre usually comes frop^ ^ 
the professional, highly fi-
nanced theatre companies. 
Well poo on them. 
fault, it's me, I'm not concentrating. You survey the audience - the 
smiling old lady next to you seems to be enjoying It. Little do you 
know that she has in fact passed away during the show, a hwisted 
smile of relief in her wrinkled (rps - she was lucky. In fact, the play 
• jnd the audience were both actively dying - the deadly and the dead-
jd - whal a partnership! 
Ily, interval arrives and you and X hit the foyer. By now you 
jided that if this shil is live theatre then il isn't for you. And 
• ^ you realise that you have been ripped off. But what of 
[on... does X like il? Subtly you enquire. "It's the best 
lies, knowing full well that you bought the tickets 
£ let on just how robbed of life the first acl has left 
^etending and it's not surprise that you didn't 
e^tter at il than most of those you have come 
it, as far as you can tell X is enjoying it and 
pur new found status as theatre incom-
it one more go in the second act, I 
»bell tolls and you trudge toward the 
1 
haved 
what's m 
the big que 
I've seen" X rS 
tf;em. X is in fact. 
spot il as X is clearly' 
to see. So that settles IPTji 
either you have lo accept 
patible or you resolve lo glTi 
mean how taxing can it be? Tin 
inevitable. ^ 
Once again sealed, you notice that I,,, 
chaics lhan before interval. Mmmm... p^. 
gKso the second half's underway and b ^ 
alvage this date?" I mean art is art b 
^ this shit is worse lhan boring - it's 
the time for damage conlrol. You cne, 
id, as the change from your tickets vv 
fcigu suggest coffee at yoUr house afterlff 
Igagerly, and you once again have som 
[5i_you almost feel alive. After writhingTiJ 
j£p;ty,.. il's ovetW. The relief almost hm 
ass of misery thai the audience has 
do 1*^ ^ 
,Besid 
life. 
Now is deal 
lean across a 
far as Aroma'i 
agrees, almost 
look forward lo. He 
seat lor yef arxother 
pulse to the malingering 
come. 
The curtain call is painful as tfi^ 
slage. eagerly absorbed by the spi 
notice this as you're busy wading 
door... Nearly there... nearly... and Yl 
Hoorayl You embrace each other and daTS 
like only those who have struggled througf? 
war, famine, ebola, and QTC • all the same n 
X and Y survived their ordeal and went on to fon 
tionship (Yes they went home and fucked like b 
live in Kenmore with 2.3 children and a Volvo. They 
live Iheatre since. 
re are quite afew more empty 
haps the coroner has been. 
OW you're thinking "How 
i^asnog is stiil a snog. 
ining - it steals your 
k your breath, 
[m't stretch as 
show. X 
thing to 
our 
sa 
polite applause trickles onto the 
ingelike cast. You. however, don'l 
llhrough cadavers towards the 
£S... At fast,., you're free!... 
reat adversity can be -
- a significant rcla-
flRnies) they now 
" liavon't seon 
Wrile to your state theatre company 
you're paying for it. 
Jean-Marc Russ 
demand a belter p? 
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Alien abduction stories 
a r e n o t H E W . r v series nne "Xmes" 
and movies Iiko "Fire in Iho Sky", provide us wilh 
more than enough spine chilling accounts of ab-
ductions... this Is good for those of us who need 
a little bit ol Hollywood throv,fn In so that it is 
watcher friendly. However, let me remind you that 
whan trying to uncover tt\e Uulh, the so called 
information that you possesses contains bolh 
truth and lies. In the X-flles series it Is stressed 
Ihat the truth Is covered by lies, an analogy of 
it's own program, for the stories they give do con-
tain an element of truth, yet they are constantly 
throwing in exaggerations. One particular exag-
geration is that aliens aro creatures to be feared. 
This Is not true, many alien abductees actually 
claimed to have lett at peace with the aliens and 
welcome future returns. But, generally when it 
comes to being abducted it is natural to "fear the 
unknown". This does not mean that tho aliens 
are evil or want to pull your brain out through 
your nose. In any case, who are the more violent 
beings us or them? We can only hope that wen 
wo are abducted they will treat us with the only 
hope that when we are abducted they v/JII treat 
us with the care and respect that we give to our 
animal friends... hey McDonalds! 
For anyone to believe in abductions by aliens, 
we must supposedly believe in aliens to begin 
with. For all those sceptics out ttieie who are 
reading this right now thinking does this dickhead 
have any proof, did you hear about the massive 
UFO sighting in IVlexico in 1992. On the day of 
the eclipse In this year a UFO hovered about the 
city of Mexico, the world most populated city. This 
meant that thousands and thousands of people 
looking up to witness the eclipse caught more 
than what thoy wanled to see. There are thou-
sands of home video footage of this phenom-
enon, furthermore, Super channel seven one of 
the biggest TV stations in Mexico had a program 
of Ihe mayor admitting to the sighting and say-
ing "well thoy must bo peaceful otherwise they 
viouid have attact^ ed by now". 
If you don't believe me then suss it out yourself, 
it happened. I even remember seeing it on the 
news once. The report however was short, 
packed with sarcasm and lacked useful Informa-
tion ... so wtiat's new? 
So if aliens are abducting us into their electro-
magnetic flying saucers, the next natural ques-
tion to ask Is "^hy?'. it is commonly recognised 
that aliens abduct humans to study us, particu-
larly our reproductive capabilities. In line with this, 
cattle mutilations, the removal of a cows repro-
ductive organs with superior cellular laser de-
vices, had apparently t»en conducted on a hu-
man as well. Yes that's right, this man was found 
dead with his dick gone. Not to alarm you, the 
story of the man was hearsay, but cattle mutila-
tions on the other hand are a reality and are well 
documented. 
You'll notice that I've included abduction-related 
medical abnormalities. You should take this list 
quite seriously. 
There are people out there you do take these 
symptoms very seriously and in fact run support 
groups to help abductee victims. 
Keith Bastafield who is Involved with the Austral-
Ian UFO abduction centre In Adelaide, has 
claimed to assisted 80 abductees in Australia 
alone In the last 4-5 years. Jeffery Spiro, the co-
ordinator of the Sunshine coast UFO research 
group also holds support groups. If you are In-
terested in gaining more knowledge In UFO phe-
nomenon or you believe that you or a friend may 
have been abducted, and the Sunshine coast is 
to far away for you, then you can write or ring the 
Queensland UFO research Group right here In 
Brisbane. (PO BOX 222, 50 Albert St. Bris. Q 
4002)/ph. (07)3761780. 
<it»ri«*tiiti*i? »f y^ n li.vt thti y»ii •«> fcii^t > ^ / ^ ^ t 
s^«ci«lit«t l i i^ tfct a4»cti»i «M • « - 01H^S 
f«chi*l»jy • 
^•stuly »€«» «Uiictei hj «lieis- This is »it 
t f S t « t t f the lft<ic«titftS SKyseStt^ i i « 
As you can see, alien abduction Is taken very seriously, and if you have or are 
experiencing the following things; 
* missing time 
* nightmares or vivid dreams of aliens andfer their technology 
* sleep disorders - waking up consisteirtly at a specific time 
* physical marks or evidence (possibly triangular scars/rashes) 
* inexplicable Improvement in physical condition. 
Especially in combination with the medical abnormalities then it 
may be wise to contact one of tho groups above or seek medi-
cal advice. 
For those of us who cannot relate to any of these experi-
ences or disbelieve In little Grey people from outers space, 
you should rememberthat science still has not explained 
our purpose of existence or disproved the possibility 
of alien life so keep an open mind and be sympa-
thetic to people who claim to have been abducted 
because if they truly are an abductee then they may 
be feeling scared and alone. Or if they have'nl 
they're probably crazy and might kill you. 
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Abnormal blood cells 
Implants - eye, skin, nose, anus 
Diarrhoea • men 
Constipation - women 
Shou Ider pain that comes and goes 
Lower back pain • 3 vertebrae up • lower lum-
bar 
Knee pain • in dip of knee under knee cap 
Rashes (Immediately after contact) • may be 
caused by radiation 
Lump in dip of collar bone at connection to 
neck ]\ V 
May cause paralysis of arm (Do not know 
why; only that it axisfe) v ,,;' 
Artery in the wrong place • lmp(ant lii firteries 
Pregnancy connected with abduction time pe-
riod • unusually small foetus ' / 
Baby has unusual appearance 17 
Child has ESP and is advanced beyond years 
Eyelid may contract and roll Outwards under 
stress ;•'..,'. '•'•'•,'• 
Eyes may be able to see through closed eyelids 
Marks on body . , \ " 
Scars In geometric form on bbdy 
Scar on back of leg for people born In 1943 
Seems to Indicate skin scraping, i.e. cloning 
Buzz • beep • or modulated tones in ear when going to 
sleep 
I ju t breath feeling • may be out of body experience 
Shaking of bed In conjunction with limbs of body fattening 
or rising 
Gaomelrio symbols seen <.n mind. 
Tiredness in morning after sleeping all night. Feel a$ though 
you are worn sleeping learning ;•, 
Out ol body experiences 
Sudden development of ESP 
Extra vertebrae in neck 
Egg sized lump on bottom rib - doctors say nothing Is there when 
examined • why do contacts have 11? 
Warts form a geometric shape after examiitatkin • appears to be from 
some instrument. 
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10 Power 22 & 10 Power 33 = Absence from lectures (AFL) 
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IVe always wondered what happened to sludenls who mysteriously fail lo turn up to a lecture they had 
vowed to attend. Equally puzzling is to know what they did in those unaccouttted hours. 
•5 „ Talking to some AFUs they speak of complete memory loss as lo what happened in 
r, those missing hours. And where do lecturers originate? There seemed to be some 
answers to these mysteries when I found myself down al the UFO (Unldenll-
fied Flying Objects) Research Society of Qld who had visiting speaker Stan 
Deyo explaining the moaning of UFOs. Any self respecting maths heads 
will know that 10 Power 22 has 22 zeros and 10 Power 33 has 33 zeros 
and 10 Power 22 is the amount of aliens living on their up to 2km 
long, 10 Power 33 (UFO) spacecrafts which have been cruising 
around the galaxy for the last 2 1/2 million years (no doubt 
including U.Q. campus). Enough for one spacecraft per star 
Anyway this is whal Martin of the UFO Sociely of Qld, 
with whom I got talking to reckons... 
One thing I learnt is that there are two types of AL-
IENS; FRIENDLY ones that look like HUMANS and 
want to help us Improve the earth. Then there 
are UNFRIENDLY ALIENS, who don't look like 
' ' us (at UQ?), have needs themselves, such 
•« * as biological or genetic problems and 
might even abduct peopio for a short time, 
(that's were the AFL's fit in) for scientific" 
experimentation "usually on the repro-
ductive system (amazing how sex al-
, ways creeps in) etc. Martin reckons 2% 
'' of our world population (which is alot 
cf dudes and must include UQ stu-
dents) have had such experiences. 
So what do Friendly aliens do other 
than count stairs, travel Irom planet 
to planet, and read T/ia HitchttlkefS 
Guide to the Qalaxy? One thing is 
to meel whh humans for an ex-
change of information on Issues 
such as lifestyle, technology and 
religious beliefs. Something like 
a lecture I suppose. (Could lec-
turers really be ALIENS?!). The 
aliens claim tt^ at they have been 
Interested in and helped our 
planet over many millennia by 
giving us advice on how to live. 
They are not here to force us to 
do anything. If we believe all that 
we are lold, contact between al-
iens? UFOs and earthlings goes 
back centuries. Does It surprise 
you that aliens claim to have given 
advice lo our politicians but Ihe 
pollies would not listen? I wonder 
why It is ordinary people vA\o claim 
lo have had encounters with aliens, 
not politicians? 
Believe It or not Aliens also haye spirfluat 
values and beliefs which they have com* 
^rfc"..'' munlcated to us earthlings. Martin said 
^ V ^ V V ^ that. "r.»t.«t With 
^ vt . i t i fk.t tkty s^ t«K •f 
tilt et«rii«l •IT Itfiiitt r r t . -
it jKst u i i f K««4 ^••MfMst -r 
^ .V nit^iriti i l t|i^tt •( ^trt»tt 'thtr 
% ^ / i*y*' *»t t i M r i t i i f l y thty h.irt« 
_^ l*»StV lift tf •» til«» ilt«««t» liVtB) f•» 
" ctttKrits «•< i i l l t t iU rutfttr t(i«i u^-
«<ts» Tliis is i ^ |Ri|i |M tH« t^sifctts •f 
tktir s^iritK.i ^ r««titt nil liftttylt' Tdtir 
stcitty is f .r ittttr tii.i >Kirs li«vi»9 •• iir«rsr 
^•llHtitl* Sicl^ ttSS. •¥ tVta " ' X y ^ ' ^ t StH-
ittfr-^*-. 
Th«y have sijch a differeni way of doing things lo us. 
<* V- 7 
Naturally i asked him what comments they made aboul our religious systems? 
A M y lUtlc* «tttr«l|y tfcty i\i ii*t ««M i * * -
M«stt «t*iit »*t rtlif i*fe ktiif t rMf th** tkt vtlitr-
«lit»s itlitvt -II rtlisi*»$ •fcly fc.vt«^•rti«» •f tkt 
tffttk •tktrnrist rtfifi^ss Mf»ftN k«v« t«ta f«r a^rt 
stcttssfiil i» clt«ii»f t^ ^i«itt t.rtk< -
I asked Martin what spiritual advice did they have for us? 
ii^tU Afitit sK9ftttt< tk«t Wt c'tu 9rt«tly i«^r*vt 'nr 
s^iritR.I k«^^ittss» Mftll itity mU liftStylt ky f ' IhWiif S»Ht 
•f tkt «^^r'«cktt tkty k«Vt t.Kti* Wk«t tkty »tlitvt<> tkty kt-
c«Mt' S* it «fftctt<( tktis fvr 
tkt !••< i» tvtry ^,rt •f 
tktir t i ff t*rtik*KN<>tkt 
t«rtkliS9 Wm* ttitf sk*iir» 
mir»tu m s^«<tcr«ft tkty 
c . a t M t r ' S S • ^ i c t f t r t }• m 
Urtt r**» •i m kt'tft} wk* w«s 
•t i tktr MmU »*r ft««lt> Tkt 
«titli tX^U'ilt^ t* tk t 
t.rtklisj tk«t tkt ^ict^rt •• 
Wktck tkty Ht^it . t t W«s 
tktir c»»<t#t •f tKltss- It 
stt«s tk«t tkty (••st. it ly 
vistt.list tkis ^ictKrt •i, 
U i t y t * Miiiitii}* « (•«§ 
(iff tP«»* %trh«^S Wt 
i*KW I t i f t k c i 'Kr l i ft 
s#«» •» t.rtk ky visK-
•Ii8«ti»t t t i M i H f t . " 
Naturally I was keen to know if the Aliens made 
any reference to heaven or hell. 
Martin s a i d . / i f i f ' t k i S f « t * l l t k t l l i 
•Illy kt«vt«> KTkitk ts tkt 
trt«t*rs w»9H •( fttitt-
Vfi' ftvcr tkt (tittrits tkt 
•litts k.vt trit< t* isfU-
fict kKH.sity ty its^irifej 
t k t * t> Mf«ys •( tkisKiPs 
tk.t tkt • l i t t t ttlitVt IS 
ci'str t» tkt RBAt s#iritK«l 
trttks*» 
Now I was on to something. So what was this 
real spiritual truth, was I at last lo find THE 
TRUTH? Bul I was disappointed with Martins 
answer as he said that they aliens never dog-
matically spelt it out. 
Not to be deterred I asked how we knew that the 
Aliens tava the truth.. 
Martin wenl on , A^tll t k t ' t k t r 
tkiBy tk ty M t i t i t k t i W i t 
tk«t tkt pursuit tf rtlisi*! 
iir«s ^trs'Bul is tk«t t.ck 
^trs*s k«< t* k«irt tktir •iirfe 
rtl .t i 'SSki^ t* tkt 9*4 vt 
tkty Ks<trst»*< i t ^ ' t s a 
liKt «• ffettr f-.Utic «str«l 
I* MUn ffif*m Uf hirm 
tkis rtUti'Bski^ fUWti tkt 
rt«*9*iti*s ' f tkt tmtk mU 
KMtrst.K^iKf tf k*lir t * iH--
^r»«t l iV f Tkt rt«s»t tk«t 
ciVi|iS«ti*BS k«< r iSt t «•< 
f . l l t * • • t k t H« i t t B.rtk 
Wm* ttc.HSt kUBaSS < » R N 
• • t M . i i t . i i Wk«t t k t y 
KstW t* »t r i fk t ' x 
I certainly don't need an Alien to take me lor a 
trip on their magic swirling ship across the gal-
axy to lell me whafs wrong with the planet and 
human nature. 
Certainly a stimulating night that raised many 
galaxtic questions, but I'll try some of the Aliens 
suggestions about making Planet Earth a cool 
place to be. Meantime I'm avoiding anyone who 
doesn't look like me; could be an unfriendly al-
ien, I'd better check out where lecturers are RE-
ALLY from and If I'm not at lectures you know 
where I'll bo... 
i; 


Ue are t h e 
Ch i ld ren of the 
Evo lu t i on • • • 
Ue re the Cab-
bage patch Kids 
f r o m Sesame 
S t ree t l i v i n g on 
t h i s b i g B lue 
Marble • • • Mass 
r e a l i z a t i o n o f 
t h e s o u l 01 
wor 1 d - p l a n e t -
p e o p l e v i b e . 
Connec t ing the 
d o t m a t r i x o f 
t he m u l t i - c o l -
o u r e d r a i n b o w 
love t r i b e . . . 
No longer i s o -
l a t e d i n d i v i d u -
a l s on d i s t a n t 
c o n t i n e n t s 
f l o a t i n g anony-
mously th rough 
space- On this 
P l a n e t a r y U n i -
v e r s e - c i t y - , i n 
our ever unique 
d i v e r s i t y - i we 
are a race of 
ONE. And we ve 
on ly j u s t begun-. 
t o have sum fun. 
. . . More . . . 
to exp lo re as ue 
go th rough the 
door- llie are the 
i n f o r m a t i o n 
s a t u r a t i o n gen-
e r a t i o n k i c k i n g 
o f f the imagina-
t i o n C G l e b r a -
t i o n . l C l ] 
p i f 
H 
When I first encountered ttB BeReration X [2] cancept, I was fascinated, 
Hat repulsed, tiy tbe wtinlG idea. Haweiier, once I gat ever niji initial aaaoi-
aiee, I di l coasider that it m be aa InterestiDj] exercise la exaniae tlie 
appareat cnaiaiEfl cfiaraeteristfcs af peaple born In Hustralia tHrougboEft tlie 
GeaX era. n i s may beip us uaravel tlie enmaiDD tlireads in onr tiaciiirBunds, 
wtilcH may tie exerting a relativeiy Strang ioflUEaee nn our present day dreams, 
disasters and sensilii!ities.Tlie GssX idea started witn a uDvei Hy Jmerican 
writer Dnnglas Cnupland, iike Gerlrnde stein's lust Generation of ttie 1920s 
and Jack Kerouac's Beat Generation nf Ue iBSOs. However, tlie strange nli-
sessinn with Cnupiand's construct revnives araoad tiie ever diiigeot market-
ers and advertisers nf tbe 1880s who pounced on his piece nf fiction as a 
erystai bail to a toture ot hnrgeoBiag profits frooi a presently untapped mar-
ket • young peopie in their tweaties. Unfnrtunateiy for them and their pro-
jected csBsumer heaven, tbey picked on the wrong kids: aceenliBg to Coa^land, 
a generation nnceremoninusly cynical and pathetically 
So what are the common c&aracteristics ot Geoeratioo X? What is it that 
makes us dilferent from preceding generations - ia particular, our arch-
aemesls the Bahy Sooner 131 generation? 
Weii, nhvlDoslif every generation wili he slightly different in its outinok 
and attitudes because nf the different social, political and economic environ-
ments which surround our deveinpment, hut, ho-hum, did growing up in fhe 
1970s reaiiy make that much nf a marked difference to our outlook on life? I I 
is suggested that the inculcation of a 70s sensibility 14] has ensured tbe 
gaping abyss between ourselves and the Boomers. Many members of GeoX 
are very weii educated but work in unskilled jobs, and commentatnrs cnn-
tend that there have beea two responses to this ecoonmic dilemma: we have 
becnme apniiticai, characterized by cynicism and a new bohemian irrever-
ence for authori^; or ttiere are those GenXers who are actively irrev-
erent but are aiso forging a positive role in shaping future Ideo-
logical and political agendas. Other 
wri ters say that GeoXers 
do not indulge in serious moral self examioafiofl 
have en spiritual values and are ont sore where to lonk fur 
tbe i . We exude a general defiance nf ssciai injustice iiut don't 
necessarily choose a specific cause to rally behiad. We are 
flippant towards Boomer values, cynically acknowledging their 
attempts to capture nur spending power, and are not easily ma-
nipulated by the boriag mediocre mass media. Furthermore, il 
is said that w i accept our sad econnmic realities with a wry 
s h r u g . 
VarlBiis writers aisn say that we are a meta geaeration, i.e., we 
are able to objectively view the world around us and watcb our-
selves experieaeing life. "The fanster l ie. , f 
has two main tributaries: bnnmer tube and beatnik litera^ 
ture. We are the Ideological love children o f . . . Kate^ 
Jackson with William Borrauglis. We have^ 
inherited both the simplistic ianoceace of our 
mass-mediated social engineering and 
the postmndero, psychedelic ability 
to reframe reality as if from 
the outside." ISl 
r,»'t'HV."'^'''»'..-'\ 
9) 
*J^:ywr"'/ 
led by technology and embrace It. furtbermnrs, It is said that ws 
f^ complexitles of the postmodern world." . . .An aiinst BeckBttiai 
^humour in ttie darkest despair, a Brechtiao objeetivity te bracket 
la witb iroBlc distance, and a ChekhovliB lastiaBt t i ffad lbs hyman 
beneath its outmoded cultunt lacadB." [Bj Hand like yon? 
r. Baby Boomers can get very nasty IB ttieir 
criticisms ol GenX. It is said that we wander aroind 
nor lives aimlessly. GenXers are condemned»11-
literate, unmotivated, apathetic, no cultural, politi-
cal or econnmic Ideologies or pride, no spiritiil or 
family values and no Interest in the future. Bawaver, 
I would suggest that the Boomers set tbe iBBStian-
able example as we grew up in the 1B70s. iBriag 
this decade, we were".. . living in the wake af tbe 
postwar baby bnnm and bearing the ecnnnmic and 
caltural burden nf a society run pn {(nanciai crjijljt 
UnforCunately far usi grow-
ing up the 11705 ensured that 
we spent our formative years 
in the tacl<issti saddest-i 
most pdthatic excuse for a 
decade that ever existed<i the 
coming doun phase from the 
high that was the lltOs. 
Uhy did the Bootnersi in their 
irifinite wisdom-i allow this 
to happen to their children? 
If the generation in power 
believe their younger broth-
ers and .sisters to embody 
thasfl. ntgetive qualities-! 
wtiora doas the responsibil-
ity ll«f After alll they 
rsis9d us and created the 
world in which we have grown 
and developed. Is it just 
sour grapes that we ve proved 
to be unashamedly disinter-
ested In the selfishi mate-
ridli corsumerist pursuits of 
our capitalist economiesf 
It s unfortunate that the 
victim is being blamed here-
GenXers certainly 
didn t run the edu-
cation system in the 
1 1 7 Q S T or determine 
flow cliildren were to 
be brought up-i what 
TV shows they were 
to watchii or the 
quality of their 
spiritual psyche• 
also hard to bo all those wonderful 
things that baby boomsrs would lilce us to 
b«i whan they ve created a world which has 
little or nothing to offer. For examplei 
the very real problem of having university 
graduates wandering around unemployed or 
working working in unskilled jobs. 
m tt 
<i«tMit< fty ku tv«fi« fUiirs ••< <tcUt» u writt thtB <•»• •« <»ll«r it iu: 
Your t n 4 b U U y to achieve solitude aake* you settle you »re wasting your youths your tin* ind your money be- ^ ° " •'"• <'»Je'^  by the ease with which obliteration ean be 
for substandard relationshJpa. cause yoo don t acknouladge obtained. 
Tou don t balievc magic is possible In lives IHved your thortcomings, ^ ° " faal you hav* aora neaories than you hav« anergy to 
within traditional boundari**. Your refusal to acknouledQe the dark aide of humanity makas procass those aanorlt*. 
You disguise your Laiintss as orlde. y^u prey to that dark »1d«. 
Your pretend to be aora accentric than you actually You defend other paopLe s Ideas at tha axpanse of your own. 
are because you worry you are an Inter-changeable cog 
You alstaka aotlon for growth and ara lured Into 
vexing situations. 
Your ftill don t know wiiat you do wall. 
You are unable to visualize yourself In a future. 
Your Inability to sustain sexual Intaraat ln just one 
other perion drains your life of tha possibility of 
intInacy. 
Your own ability to rationalile bad deeds makes you 
believe the entire universe is as amoral as yourself. 
You wilfully Ignore the small, gentle observatfons 
Life which you know are the most Important 
Your fear of change Is too 
visible in your eyes. 
Vou worry that If you Lower your guard., even for one sec-
ond, your whole world wilt disintegrate Into chaos. 
You wait for fata to bring about the changes in your life 
which you should be bringing about yourielf. 
You are paralyied by the fact that cruelty Is often 
amusing. 
You ar* unable to differentiate between fascade and 
substance. 
Sound f a m i l i a r ? 
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We are very definitely "a generation 
of aliens wlio don't quite fit in to the sclieme 
that our parents and the older post-war baby-
boomer generation expects from us." [8] Douglas 
Rushkoff refers to GenX as "...the hopeless mutant chil-
dren of a society temporarily gone awry." [9] 
We have grown up in a worid 
where our own individual actions 
appear to have no consequences. We 
have been well schooled in selfishness 
and materialism. Yet those in power seem 
genuinely shocked when GenXers generally act 
iike nothing matters. We cotton wool children have 
no sense of accountability or responsibility for our 
own actions. Why would we? After all, everything 
has been handed to us, and Ihe "values" we've 
been raised with are easily disposable, Our pred-
ecessors have not set a very good example. 
Most recently the Prime Minister, Paul Keating, 
showed the government's disdain and disrespect 
for the young when he told a student protester to 
"go and get a job", This action spoke of the huge 
ideological distance between older people In po-
sitions of political power and GenXers, There 
seems to be a strange cruel streak, even arro-
gance, amongst (he baby boomer generation in 
the way that they criticize perceived weaknesses 
and the things they don't understand, often with 
Unrestrained venom, or childish asides, like that 
of the PM. 
It is said that we of Generation X have cultivated 
a coping attitude with our lives, re-evaluated the 
definition of failure, and have committed ourselves 
to rejecting traditional values, but what do we em-
brace instead? It's rather (ough coming up with a 
solid philosophy for your world view when the 
meaning of your life has revolved mainly around 
cultural items: television shows, chocolate bars 
and breakfast cereals. What on earth can we con-
tribute to the human condition with this hazy back-
ground? It's only luck that we may have been 
pointed in the direction of some literature, music, 
philosophy and history that may have promoted 
serious thought. Mo wonder (he generation in 
power feels comfortable making fun of our sup-
posedly superficial lives and minds. 
The Baby Boomers, as Dr Frankenstein, have 
created us, the monsters, and now spurn and ridi-
cule us. Furthermore, they think that they can laugh 
all the way to the bank, as they foist the lure of ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ — 
consumer goods on us, over and over. I believe 
that we grew up and continue to live in an intellectual wasteland. Our intellects 
and powers of analytical thinking have been stifled and muffled through the 
influences around us as we grew up in the 1970s. If you believe in conspiracy 
theories, then there is the idea that Ihose in power wish to ensure that we're 
ignorant in order to control us. They've certainly given it a good try. 
Our one redeeming quality would have to be that we are absolutely aware 
of Boomer attempts to manipulate our thoughts and opinions through the me-
dia, and if GenX understands the motivations and shortcomings of our upbring-
ing, what are we doing about il? It is possible that the Baby Boomers mistake 
our apathy and cynicism for slovenly disinterest, but a lot of GenXers care 
about their world and its future, and are interested in forging a des 
tiny that is both post-modern in style and passionately origi-
nal In scope. The coping mechanisms see surges in 
creativity and a belief in the invention of our 
own traditions, GenXers like Earth Girl 
are cultivating and seeking their own new spiritualism; one which 
revolves around a serious belief in our need to be in harmony 
with our fragile earth. Resurrection and re-generation is the new 
GenX spiritualism, as we reject the consumerist lifestyle we were 
raised in, criticizing and ignoring the images and ideologies cre-
ated to sell products and wasteful, destructive lifestyles. 8aby 
Boomers don't realize that this apathy may be a conscious, criti-
cal decision not to participate in a laughable culture. If we do 
happen to turn on the TV, we're certainly thinking critically while 
watching il. GenX is proving 
Over the last year or so I've been a subscriber to 
alt.soclety.oeneratlon-x. Tbis Internet group, like most 
netvsgroups, has Its fair share of nonsense, but rn also toujiil 
It to be Informative and to Bontain some vei^ interestlny minds, 
nplcs under discussion over tbe last few nsatbs have Included: 
prostitution, abortlan, political propagaiia. WKKlng hours, ho-
mosexuality, having families, lotenst n t i s , Unm CDomsiv, 
anti-lntellectualisn), drug laws, iltiritiire. ID year reunions, 
and the possibility of migrating to Cauda taeiiiii tbe USA is 
becoming so friglitfuliy fascist, iinyway, tami a n a f n aical-
lent posts i've Uni rwn\\3: 
"Knt wanting to work the 
corporate grind does not 
mike one lazy. Question-
ing the way our parents 
lived Is nnt condemna-
tion, and trying to find a 
different way is not 
reuolution." Tarus Balog, 
IB April 18B!i. 
"flemember the dumber 
they think you are, the 
mure suprised they'll be 
when you kill them." 
Bhiannon, ID April IBBS. 
"Given darkness, some 
just grumble, some Hght 
candles. Either approach 
says more about the 
individuals taking it than 
aliout the age group to 
which they belong." 
Elizaiieth Garner, 13 
IWarcb 1S85. 
"Geez, what l i t t i i i u t i h e i i r 
be lnor ich . im i ihn i i lu iB 
abouthDw'infii*B»inyi 
make, as msek i i I nn i kwt 
hDwlmaketluBBiii},uB 
Who's frontyiN I Hlty witl till 
waste of w y u d i i v u r s . . . ! 
don't want lJ>ttul«ridJt,i«i 
fourblandyc8fi.iwHtlsbB 
able bl cboosi t rewn^ag 
canar. la work at sanetUag 
uii»itii8daildis.i8VBaay 
MiPlBhrnavirbalt tat 
elialBBTIdaa'tvaiittiliBar 
tkB'RB work BtUe'ibil ihat 
eaantt Btrtight BBt Bf Reailty 
BitBr.nbirMasBeverthe 
IBBBB." 
Trfy imiddBr, 14 March 1B8S. 
"Oh, BB right, i'il boy your 
stupid SBla. Now leave me 
alone." 
Troy, ibid. 
itself to be subversive as it 
embarks on its journey for 
meaning and certainty in a 
world almost ruinad by the ar-
roganco and ex<»68« of pre-
ceding generations. Wa grew 
up and inhabit a planet which 
is mothrtiiad by materialism, 
and characterised by bland-
nesa and conformity, but 
GanXers are alowrty rejecting 
tha worthiessnass of it all. "A 
generation t i ^ lias discon-
nected itself from the propa-
ganda macliine can no 
longer be controlled by it." 
C 1 0 ] 
At vibrant, energetic times 
Ustralian GenXers are Insti-
gating Uieir own local back-
lash againstthe crazy fads of 
the generation in power 
through writlfig, musip and 
art, while at the same time 
ignoring those.strange peo-
ple who want to take our 
money, proving elusive, 
ephemeral and incredibly di-
verse, A small but growing 
number of GenXers under-
stand that the only sensible 
solution is to reject this /oke 
that society offers to us, and 
be active In our disagree-
ments with our society's val-
ues - or lack thereof - and the 
genera] Idiotic Boomer disre-
spect for our planet earth. I 
believe that GenX may have 
the last laugh. 
We if7her(tors of junk cul-
ture will climb out of rubbish 
heap of the world around us 
and with intense nihilistic 
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passion forge a more interesting and stable future for our 
big blue marble. Well , . . we'd better. After all "the 
environment is in trouble and the worse it gets, the 
harder it is on your skin." [11] 
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[1] Earth Girl in rosponso to the question: How Is Generation X 
dittetom fiom tho ono before? fn Douglas RushkoH, Tho GenX 
Reader, Callantine Books, Now Yorit, 1994, p,?45. 
(2) Generation X is usually dotinod as Ihoso bom Irom tho early/mid 
1 geOs up until tho early 1970s. Basically people who aio now in (hoii 20s. 
[3| Baby Soomor usually relors to tho huge crowd ol people born alter 
World War 2 - Into 1940s,'1950s. 
[4] JoHorson Morloy coined the loftr Tho 7Qs Sensibility to describe GonXors. 
nushkoff. p.3S. 
(5] Rushkoff. p.56. 
(6| Julian DIbboll in Rushkoft, p.69 ^ ^ 
(7J Rushkoff. p,99 f ^ ^ 
16) Mckenzio Wnrk, Eddie Magazine, Issue 7, January 1994, p.B 
[8] RushkoH. p.101 
(tOlRushkoH, p.5 
[11] Sevonteon magazine (American version ol Dolfrl 
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GunecologlSl - a doctor who specialises in women's diseases. Gynaiko 
{combining form of gyne, woman), logy (the study of) - the study of 
women. The study of women, the study of women's diseases > 
w o m a n a s d i s e a s e , f •«<t(tii« 
is • • ! ri j itt li«rt. As obvious as women are not disease, is the fact 
thai a large part of what falls under the scope of this discipline are 
normative states for the female body: menstruat ion, pregnancy, 
menopause. NOT DISEASE. Maybe the answer lies in this field's 
location in medical discourse. Historical studies show that 
'abnormalization' and 'medicalization' of a condition go hand in hand. 
Gynecology emerged as a medical speciality in the second half of the 
nineteenth century by focusing particular aUsnlion Oil tHe I8nial6 ssxuai 
organs as the source of mosi luonien's diseases. Diets, drugs, bloodletting, 
cold baths and moral treatments had not provided a cure for 
nymphomania, hysteria or a number of other diseases that had been 
connected to women's sexuality. 
BKAbSCRIE • NIGHTCLUB 
Waking up next to 
someone and seeing 
them ill daylight for ihc 
first time, you suddenly 
Hash on that tiny 
package which remains 
in your wallet, 
undisturbed. At liiat 
moment, you wish wilh 
all your soul you hadn'l 
ordered that fifteeniii 
throwdown 
soi-l oS l i ke not isnoiv'no nhout 
ll:e f a t deals ijc-.rui (!D>,II at 
The Monkey Bar 
Gynecological surgery was offered up by a discipline seeking to 
consolidate its professional status. 'THE FATHER OF GYNECOLOGY", J, 
Marion Sims, began his career eKPerlmsntiniJ OR UlacH fomalB SlaUOS 
flOUSSd in a sniail dUlldlng in nis nam. one of these women, Anarcha, 
experienced at least thirty of these operations. 
Diseased ovaries or disordered menstruation could lead to injury of the 
nervous system and of the brain, and thus to mental illness • nymphomania 
and hysteria bieing the two most common diagnoses for women. Let us 
examine this-terms and attendent conditions in light of the social 
conditions of the time. Nymphomania is a very convenient label to attach 
to women whose behaviour deviated or threatened to deviate from the 
extremely prohibitive restrictions placed on female sexuality. Hysteria 
one of the few legitimate ways for a women to gain attention and wield 
power. Hie SQlution in both situations: out witli tiieir 
oyapies!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! One estimate puts the number at around 150,000 
inthe United States alone between 1880 and 1900, although this 
operation was still regularly performed as recently as the 1940's. This 
operationwas not only psychologically rewarding to sadistic surgeons 
but extremely fir)ancially profitable as well. 
0^* i» t m Wat thcli tkis is **w. 
yye cari Went^ ^ main problems with gynecology as it is commonly 
practised toda^^ 
The ejdent to which doctors' preconceptions about women's role In society 
strongly influences the advice and treatment which they offer to female 
patlentsi Secondly, feminist research indicates that at least some doctors 
exert influeince over their individual female p.atients, for the sake, as 
they see ft, of society as a whole. Thirdly, the extent to which d o c t o r s 
pii|||(li;patieints into a peculiarly passive role 
suggests that the medical profession has developed strong defence 
mechanismsto protect itself not only from unreasonable patient 
denrtands |?ui: even from reasonable patients who simply wish to play an 
act{v# ratherthan purely passive role in their own health 
cai^.: Fourthly, the structure of specialist clinics as businesses are 
opposed to services. Finally, the iragmentailon and patholDgisatlon oi ma 
DOdil that occur$ in medical discourse. 
At< »• «rfc;f s»Utius/siiji«sti»is {• I lt-»t t* 'fftr? 
All medical knowledge should be shared with the patient in a way which 
will give her niMch greater control over her own wellbeing. Secondly, 
Health care providers should work in open, egalitarian, democratic ways 
which WIO facilitate the Sharing ol Hnowledge, expertise and other types of 
medical powet;Thirdly, Healttl CaPB StlOUld DB hOllStiC CaPB. Fourthly, 
health care prdviders should share themselves as well as their expertise. 
Fifthly, health care must be equa l l y a c c e s s i b l e to a l l 
woiniiieri regard less off c lass , r a c e or sexual 
or iehta t ibn . Sixthly, health care must be as far as possible be 
uncoupled from the mechanisms of private enterprise. Ideally, freely and 
widely available due to adequate government funding. Maybe the 
re-^ ernergericeI6f women*centred health care professionals such as 
micj-wives isia partial solution. These witches are much less likely to 
recbnifvieilti Unnecessary surgery and tend to treat the body as a 
unified organism as opposed to a collection of 
malfunctioning organs. 
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B|sPINTpR SOLSTICE 
c-i:^;"\::Pcath has overcome us •• 
r^}^^% Widowveiied mourning 
; Lost shadow in painstruck darkness 
> \ A Shivers 
^ 1 • • • • . 
> Numbed fingers iumble 
i Locked in dark embrace 
with the sun childs corpse 
r Tonight is the deepest well 
Tonight the silent screams deafen 
Threefold terror at your blindness 
on this long night vigil 
We are buried in the earths sad sleep for long enou 
Darkest night has been and is now gone 
^ Slow melt stretches in front 
J And I have seen your shadow as well as your light 
And in the darkness flame se^d^ave I sown 
And fed them Mith the bjodd of your sacred murder 
Dark creaturesprme have danced their last aching steps 
Sing the da^tones to sleep 
BANISH • '•^A;A::;A.- -•••.;;X"':> '^ 
XJNBUPT .". ::-^ '^ 
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Mree brakes and front end checks 
come in for Mendly service 
SoTPH 369 6288 
SERVICING HE WESTERI\I SUBURBS FOR 
YtARS NOW RELOCATED AT 
ON THE WAY TO UNI 
COL PEARSON AUTOMOTIVE 
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TkE ART 
of 
RcUvANCE TO R ( A I l i f t i 
TERTJAR)' cduCAliON. O N 
RtsolmioN nud'iES MU» 
discipliNES TAuqhr \H 
pREVENTAblE VIOUNCC is 
T I IE SOCIAI FAbRtc, such 
iqKORANCE, T><Eh, cMld 
WUilt MEdiciNE is A 
PEACE STudiES, ANOlhER 
OUR IIFE EXpECTANCy ANd 
AS FRiNQC ACAdEMJA 
MO!T 
PEAC 
AuSTf 
NORI 
livdiA 
SOVJTI 
skills NECESSARy IO ti 
INTEREST IN i k shoRi 
PREVENTION JN T^E lo.NQ TERM. 
PEACE 
by Pitno R Glonqi 
. NOW A tREItdy CATCIl pltRASE IN 
This qROUNd, PEACE knd coNflicT 
BE ONE of i\ii MOST REIEVANT 
ui)ivER$iTiEs, I N FACT SOME FROM OF 
hth'mi MOST FEATURES disTURbiNQ 
AS WA(V pollUTJON, CORRUpTioN, 
AbusE, INTOIERANCE AH6 pOVERTy. 
RESpECTcd ACAdEMic pURSUJT, 
discipliNE which AIMS AT iNCREAsiNq 
ttAppiNESS, is STltl MISUNdERSTOod 
b 1969 JohA I GAliuNq iNitioductd iJiE cosctpi of SIRUCIURA. 
v io l i \c t , TI(£ sti of VAIUCS .\^d issiiiuiioNs I I U T pntvtNi TIIE 
d£VElop,MtM of llUMAS pOIENliAJilif 5, h iht pASI, ihESE 
AboRitd f(UM kN btiNqs could bt Absonbtd iwo AN Acctpud 
SOCIAI sifiAiif CAiio.N. Tht Mod£n,N IASF PACE of poliiicAl Avd 
itc{)No!oqicA itNovAiioN, coMbiNid u'hh iliE hlqhtR IEVEI ol 
coMptiiifo.v !\<i pfRso^Al txptciATioss, is pnoducLsq Mont 
SIRUCIURAI vi )ltNCt A\d MORE INlllfillEd huMANS Vl'liO btCOME 
dtsjRuciivE A:^\M\ rhtMstlvts AS WEII AS orhtRS. 
A \d CONfliCr KSOtLTlON STL-ditS ARE offERtd i.\ SOME 
AIIAN uNivERSJTi s, bur Tfity ARE MORE dcvElopcd \\ 
itK\ EUROPE, liomU AMERICA, N E W Z E A I A N J ANd 
ThEV ARE SiNqi IARIY iqNORtd m MEdlTERRANEAV ANd 
AMERICAN COL STRIES. SiudE.STs ACQUIRE CONCEPTS ANd 
id \ 0 \ VIOIENT SOlUTiONS TO CONllJCTS ol 
TERM, OR TO PROPOSE MEANS (OR T^EiR 
HisTORicAlly ONly shoRT'TCRM violiNT MEANS hAVE BEEN und 
TO U M I T V IOUNCE WiThouT EllMiNAiiNQ IT . I T dois NOT 
REHECT W E I I ON hUMAN iNQENUiTy ANd ACAdEMic IhNOVATiON 
ThAT CIOSE TO Thc ysAR 2 0 0 0 V IOIENT MCN IN MilJTARy 
UNiFoRM ARE STlll CONFRONTINq V I O U N T Mt« '\H JEANS And 
BAIACUVAS, ThE pRoblEM oF oil spills is dEAb wiTh 
dETERqCNTS ANd tNTERpERSQNAl violcNCE IS RESolvtd WITh 
FINANCIAI COMPENSATIONS FOR VICTIMS, A S violENCi AqAiNST 
PEOpU, NATURE AWd iNSTITUTiONS hA5 BECOME i h t p t b l i c 
ENEMy oF MOdERN SOcisTy, ONE should TRy ANd UNdERSTANd 
ITS ORiqJN, NOT JUST TREAT ITS syMpTOMs, ThE ANAloqy wiTh 
PREVENTIVE MEdiciNE ApplJES. 
Tht EXCEpTiONAl MUITI dlSCipllNARy SCOpE of pEACE STudlCS iS 
RElkCTEd, iOR EXANiplE, by TIIE pARTiCipATiON oi TWEIVE 
dlflERENT dtpARTMENTS JN TIHE MAJOR PROGRAM offEREd AT T^E 
LlNiVERSiTy ol OuEENSlANd, ONE of TIIE .MOST COMPREHENSIVE 
IN lUt woRld. DiscipllNEs sucli AS POIITICAI SCIENCE, 
sociolcKiy, EducATioN bloloqy, Uw, SOCIAI WORIC ANd REIIQION 
CQMRibuiE TO The UNdERSTAsdlNq o( pEACCleSSMESS ANd TO 
TITE fORMulATJON of pOSSlblE SoljTJONS. 
ThE SpECiliC AppROACh of ^U£ diffEREM PEACE STudlES 
pROCiRAMS dEpENdS VERy MUcll ON T^ IE qENERAl AiM, IOCAI 
EXPERTISE ANd qlVEN pollTiCAl INCIINATIONS. S O M E Schools 
qiVE MORE IMPORTANCE TO I.NTERNATIO.NAI ISSUES, OTIHERS TO 
SOCIAI REIATIONS, OTHERS TO phllosophicAl ASpEaS. 
NdividuAt undERqRAduAic COURSES IN PEACE STU<])ES ARE offEREd 
jy MACOUARIE UNivERsiTy ANd LA TROBE UNIVERSITY. A DIploMA 
ANd A MASTER IN PEACE STudlts CAN bt obiAJNEd IROM ihe 
UNivERSlTy of N E W EwqlANd. PEACE ANd coNflici RESOIUIION 
CENIRES ARE dolNQ RCSCARCh Wllh dlllERENI EMphASES AT ihc 
UNiVERSliy of MtlboURNE, ihE UfdVERSlTy of SydNEy ANd ihE 
AUSIRAIIAN NATIONAI UNlvERSiiy. 
B U T O N ( siNqlc ISSUE Mosrly AFFECTS C U R R I C V U IN PEACE 
STUditS, NAMfly Th i NATURE/NURTURE ASpiCTS of VtoltNCE. If 
violENCE is PART of huMAN iMhERlTANCC, pEACE STudiES 
should CONCENTRATE ON dAMAqE CONTROl; if V I O U N C E IS 
MAiNly pART of CUITURAI TRAITS, RAdicAl pRoposAU ON 
EducATiON, VAIUES ANd lEqislATioN would be ON ThE AqtNdA 
foR ACAdEMic SPECUUTION. ThE POUTICAI iMplicATioNS of 
such AN ISSUE ARE obviouS. 
MCN, should W S E U be Tht Topic of RESEARc! 
EVEN ihE huNTER-qATheRlNq CUITURES STIH uNAffecTi d by 
COIONIAI INTERIERENCE AT ^ U(. TURN of 20Th CENTUR^ WERE 
RtCOqNiSed AS ESSENTiAtly NOT bElllQERENT ANd WUt A VEW low 
IEVEI of STROCTURAI ANd plnysiCAl VIOIE.NCE wk.N ccMpAjitd TO 
AqRiCutTURAl ANd pASTORAl CUITURES, ANd Mi WAS 
ThEy WERE INNOCENT IdloTS, AS JEAN'JACQUE ROUSSE|\J 
suqqESTEd TWO InuNdfiEd YEARS Aqo, buT becAUSE 
VIOIENCE ANd WAR MAY W E I I IHAVE STARTCd iN S E T T I ^ 
AqslCulTURAl COMMUNITIES vhlcll AppEAREd ONly 
YEARS Aqo T^ROuqli CUIIORAI £voli)TioN ONly. As TUI 
bRAiN CAN NOT NAVE UNdERqONE SubsTANTlAl EvoluTi 
CllANqES SINCE T^EN, VIOIENCE IS likEty TO be A cub 
pRodtCT supERlMposEd ON A NATURAI AqqRESSivENESs which 
WAS NEVER MEANT TO bE USEd foR AbuSlNq OR killiNq IEUOW 
huMAN bEiNqS buT BAlkER foR huNTlNQ ANd dsltNCE (ROM 
OTHER SpECiES. 
A shoRT siqhTid ANAlysis of huMANJiy, liMiTEd TO hisTonicAl 
RECORds, MAy CONcludE ThAT violcNCE MUST bE Codsd I N ThE; 
qENES of Tkis UNUSUAI ANIMAI which OFTEN sUuqhrERS 
MEMbERS of ITS OWN SpECIES AKd (VEN of (TS OWN COMMUNE 
This is Tht Myrh ThAT hAS coNdiTioNEd SOCIAI iNSTiTVTit 
ANd VAltifs foR ccNTUaiES. Indttd t h t fouNdinq (AThtR/of 
such iNfluENTtAl discipliNES AS poliTicAl sciENCE ( H O I H > E S ) , 
psychoANAlysis |FREud), cTholoqy (LORENZ) ANd so/iobioloqy 
(WilsoN) A U AqREE ThAT MAN is NATURAlly V I O U N T i(Nd The A IM 
of iNSTiTUTioNs is TO dsTER ANd U M I T This UNFOR^NATE 
iNSTiNCT. 
\n 1986, ThE INTERNATIONAI YEAR of PEACE, AbouT TWENTY iC'ORld 
RENOWN ;d ACftdEMiCS MET IN SEVIIIE ANd SiQNtd A dEClARATlON 
dENOUNi :iNq lUi MyTh of coNqENiTAl HUMAN VIOIENCE/fe .NOT 
bASEd 0 ^ ANY sciENiific EvidENCE ANd THEREIORE V E W likEJy 
flAWEd. ?EqARdtEss WHETHER ThEy WERE RiqhT OR yRONq, OR 
ONIY pAiTiAliy RlqhT, THEIR EffoRT did NOT lEAd T^ANy REAI 
ACAdEMii: dEbATE, IET AIONE MEdiA COVCRAqE. 
O N E r h i OThER hANd, univERsii y TEXTbooks TEAch 
ANThROpoloqy ANd NEURobioloi ,y STudtNTS ThAT Tht huMAN 
BRAIN hAS RETAiNEd ThE SAME Cl NTRES fOR AqqRESslVENESS 
NEtdEd by OThER ANIMAIS foR d [FENCE ANd huNTiNq, buT NO 
bshAviouR hAS EVEN bttn SEIECI i d FOR hittiNqoThcR huMAN 
bEinqs. iNdcsd, TExrbooks of d EVEIOPMENTAI NcuRobioloqy 
STATE ThAT SpfClRc SOCIAI bchA /iOUR JN PRINATES is VERy 
uNlikcly TO be dcFiNEd by qENEi ic INFORMATION. MOREOVER 
ThERE is SubsTANTl'Al AqREEMENT AMONq ANThROpoloqisT 
PAlAEoliThic hUMANS WERE ThE I ESUIT of NATURAI SlUqilON 
foR speech ANd AbsTRAcrioN, w lich Allowed The cuL 
TRANSFER OF COOPERATION ANd SCCIAI AITRUI'SM. ThisAvAs RRST 
pRoposEd by PETR KRoporkiN ii 1 9 0 2 ANd ThcN/uppoitTEd 
by The STudiis oF Einich FROMM, Ashley MONTAQO ANd 
RichARd LcAky. How COMES Tk« r The public AJT Unqt hAs 
BEEN IEFT wi rh tUt F IAWEJ idcA pf BRUTE ANd/iolENT CAVE 
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IN "LETIERS foR His pRltNds" CICERO AskEd "WhAT CAN bE doNE 
Aqfli,%ST foRCE, «,'lihouT foRce?". MfthftiMA GANdhI And MARTIN. 
LUTIIER Ki.NQ JR. hAve AlREAdy ANSwcREd TIIAT OUESIION. IT REMAINS 
TO bt %it\ whtihtn A huwANiiy which is AWT TO siudy dlsiANi \ 
plANEis IN jht UNIVERSE Asd VIRUS UNdtR ihE EIECTRON IHICROSCOPE' D R CioRqi is A SENIOR LECTURER AT ThE UNivEnsJTy of 
'.\Wj^MWi^»-. A \ VtVtVVAViVJi!A>»^VA<A!t!i?i!i!iS!4!i!^ i!c!ii!^ !i!iMAk^^ •.. A -^  :^ '-

ev«ry*M^t t«ilKi>t .k^M Ut kM 
li»Mr M«»y vf HS «ctK«lly |ia»iv 
itfl««t tk« k«ll is 9»iaf • • ! Tk« 
9r««t '^iircr wi^uk \* »«Uf M*-
ftt«r«lly #riv«l«}«< it<ivWK«ls 
s««ni*sly i«t«tt it «««• fKrtk«r 
str«tifyit9 s»ci«ty i«t» ii«vc «•< 
lt«iV« • • t t - th« itf*ra«ti»a iri«|( 
«t4 t(«« i»f»rn«ti** ^••r* f» tkt 
itt«ir«sts •f •^«iiitt iL^  wli.t is 
ktits ky#«< «s tkt »ext n.j'r 
c»n«iisic«ti»i «c<iiiM> ure fivt 
yu tk« <»iif • ••< <irty <et«ils •• 
k»iif t» 
f t t y^nrttlf 
»li|ii«* 
The main helper programmes you require include compression/decompres-
sion software {many files accessible on the Internet are compressed to 
save bandwidth - ie. trancfcrral tiiie); video and image viewing soft-
ware and audio software. All these can be obtained free by way of 
anonymous ftp at ftp.ncsa.edu. At this site there is also a text-based 
document that will tell you just which particular software you need 
according to whether you are Mac of PC based. 
Another good site for helper software can be found at 
http://www.hotwired.com 
(this is the Web address for Hotwired, the electronic version of Wired 
magazine. Web addresses operate in a similar way to e-mail addresses: 
type in the address, hit return and you'll got there. This is free. The 
program-Ties can be found by following the links to 'Subscriber Serv-
ices', and once you are there, all you have to do is click on the 
program.iies of your choice and they will be downloaded to your compu-
ter. Voilal 
Once you have Netscape up and running, its time to surf. Instructions 
on how to dial in to the UQ modem banks can be obtained from the 
Prentice Centre, The first thing you should see on the screen when yqjj 
open Netscape is the _voluptuous_ UQ home page. If not, click on Mf 
'home' button and wait. If still~no joy, try talking to the Proj] 
Centre people again - they're handy for these sort of compu'^ 
lems. 
prob-
The user interface that Netscape provides is pretty u 
far as these things can be. Some of the more used coi 
"OPEN" - click on this, type in the address of t 
wish to access, press return, and you should b; 
"BACK" - gone too far? Want to get back to w; 
ago, press this and you will always have 
you do not want to be; 
"STOP" - well this button stops what 
gaged in (useful when an address/s4i 
"RELOAD" - sometimes the computer 
•«Jr-friendly, as 
iS&nds/buttons a r e : 
ife' site/document you 
'on yojir way there; 
jffere you were a f^ w pages 
.T"escape route from a place 
>SVer transaction you may be en-
,-e is taking a long time to open); 
.-uan't get it right the first time. If 
jl?h. a site properly, try clicking the 
,'access is easier on the second go. 
jl-e other interesting tools: 
,j!j with a lost of the last twelve or so places^ 
,r dragging the cursor you can select, and hence 
j.7ese places; 
Kd a really fantastic site that you will often want to 
^'"Bookmark" function to "add" this site to a list that 
Ji?Snently listed under this function. 
yxtes listed in the article "Postcards from Cyberspace" for 
,Zes that are worth visiting and will get you acquainted with the 
explore, have fun and don't be afraid to get your feet wet. 
the machine has failed to o 
'Reload' button just in cas 
Up the top of the screen j 
"GO" - should provide y. 
you have been to. B 
return to any of t 
"BOOKMARK" - fou 
visit? use th 
will be per 
Try the 
some si 
Net 
every stii<«»f 
«f v^ 
is able to obtain, free of charge, an 
e-mail account over at the Prentice Centre, providing 
you are not put off by their sometimes labyrinthine 
procedures. Make sure when you do so you ask for SLIP 
capability, or you will be doomed to life of text-based 
computing. Armed with your new email account, what are 
you to do? Well, unfortunately, without access to your 
own computer and modem, you are going to spend the reat 
of your life queuing for one Of the four miserable 
public access terminals provided by the University for 
student access. Or , you can put yourself into hock for 
life to a bank to get a loan to buy the equipment. 
Alternatively, if you have a computer of soirie descrip-
tion- no matter how old, they all do the job, and if you 
know some friends in the same boat, you can pool your 
resources and by a fast new modem. With yourself and 
five other friends pitching in together, the price of a 
new midem goes from ridiculously unobtainable to "only" 
a week's rent or so. If you have neither a computer nor 
modem, there are terminals at the Holus Bolus Anarchist 
Bookstore in West End where access can be arranged cheaply 
and easily. 
Getting the equipment. Is only half of the battle however 
- if you want to experience the full breadth and beauty 
of the Internet, you need more than just the programmes 
the Prentice Centre provides. There are many ways to 
access the Internet, but the real joy of net.surfing is 
to be obtained not through email, but through the World 
Wide Web, or simply the Web. This is because the Web is 
based in hypertext, which alloc you to surf the Web with 
a simple point and click interface - no arcane UNIX 
code, no need to know where the computer you are con-
necting to is - if you see something you are interested 
in, you just click on it and you're there. And the best 
way to access the Web is through Netscape, which is a 
programme that allows you to access pictures, video, 
sound, text, as well as other Internet functions such as 
telnet and ftp, all through a simple, user friendly 
window-based interface. With Netscape, there is no need 
to be stuck in the boring black and green world of text. 
Netscape, which is free to individual and academic us-
ers, can be located by anonomcus ftp at: ftp.racom. Netscape 
works even better when you also download a few helper 
programmes to fully maximise your net.surfing experi-
ence. 
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by Susan Luckman and Sean Smith 
sion of Tim Leary's Brain circuit model.Remember, this column is | 
intended as an irritant to help you think about thinking. It's nol 
intended as Teach Yoursell course on brain change. It's crucial 
that you don't automatically believe everything you read in this 
column: I may be willfully or incompetently misrepresenting the 
ideas I'm writing about, the writers that I'm summarizing may be 
lying or wrong.lf an idea interests you I suggest that you read 
further and don't take my word for it. Even more important, 1 think 
you should relate the ideas and models to your own understand-
ing of yourself to see if they make any senso.l should also dis-
claim that despile Irequent references to illegal drugs in this 
i Last month I tried to summarize the first four circuits of Leary's 
model (the so-called "terrestrial circuits") and explain some of 
, . . . . . ' . ; . - . - -TL.: .^tu \'.ri \:t,r. in cl!jrt h\( fniki 
briefly about the last four circuits of the brain, Ihe so-called "post-
terrestrial circuits, - - " ^ • ' 
The fifth Circuit is called the Neurosomatic Circuit (or tho Holistic 
Neurosomatic Circuit). Wilson claims that this circuit is imprinted by 
ecstatic experience produced via chemicals or ritual The circuit ^ 
concerns neurological control of the body and the experience of 
religious e'cstasy and tantric yoga all act mostly on this circuit. Leary 
claims that carelessly constructed early ecstatic experiences can 
ifiiprint this circuit negatively, making it difficult to have a positive 
ous, but probably immoral as well.Ahem 
:0---. ,.,-,,I loi.T <iimi<;Aip(1 fitiiaq ]ou 5, ^3Mom (••>. 
fs'l^ 
Leary and Wilson clainji that the (Collective) 
Neiiirogcnelic Circuit' is concerned with what , 
they call "DNA Consciousness" other Writers 
have referred to il as"race memory" or "spe-
cies memory". Jung called it the "Collective. 
Unconscious". Theosophists (and olher 
"wooly-headed New Age folk" from the lasl two 
centuries) call it the "Akashic Record'.The 
circuit is imprinted by similar experiences to 
the fi/letaprogramming circuit: advanced 
magick or yoga (specifically rajah) bi^ t at a 
Icv6l of .Competence beyond what can bo 
taught, heavy doses of LSD (or perhaps DIVIT 
jbut I yield to those of greater experience here if 
anyone wants to write in...) or shamanic 
trances. • . ' • ' " 
Now, take a deep.breath. 
The air is getting a little 
refined up here and you're 
liable lo get a little giddy. 
I nib lb ciii very uxgiiing diiu i 
find it useful to keep these , 
speculations in mind as 
concrete possibilities but 
they all rely on a great deal 
mystical praclice before 
you'll have to worry about 
them. At which point, they'll 
i"irr\hnhli; hn^r\n-»n nwlrlnii* r\\ 
their own accord. Stili. goo 
huh?For most of us. slarting 
•on some Dl'^ conscious-
ness-change, there's a good 
coupie of yoar's\ivork in 
trying to balance the first 
four or.five fairly mundane 
circuits, so that's where we 
head next month. ""~ ' 
r.49fti 
that mindwork using multi-
part models tends to focus 
on balancing the parts of 
the consciousness so that 
you aren't biased towards 
any specific part. In Leary's 
model you do that at a basic 
level by exercising each 
circuit to keep it in tune and 
remind yourself of ils 
existence. Next IVlonth, I 
promise, some exercises for 
vour terrestrial circuits..,^ 
k. '. ,. ^A,. • >^. ^//-p ^-^z N ? ^ . 
Wilson calls it the I^etaprogramming circuit and makes 
it the seventh cirquit. Leary's seventh circuit, the ^ 
Neurogenetic Circuit is Wilson's sjxth circuit the 
Collective Neurogenetic Cifcuit.The Neuro-Electric/ 
Metaprogramming circuit is c6ncerned with nfeurologi-
cal control o(,the consciousness itself. Both Leary and^ 
Wilson seem to agree that this circuit is imprinted by 
high levels of Buddhist meditation"; advanqed gradfes 
of any decent hig^ magickal school and particularly 
good psychedelic drugs.According to both authors, 
awakening; this circuit should permit you to arbitrarily 
reprogram other circuits (including itself), actually re-
' imprinting t ' — -
-KlftTiiBBy-fliJBftniiT 
governor of Texas, Ann 
Richards said, "You can put 
lipstick on a hog and call it 
'Monique', but it's still a 
pig."Discuss.Thank you for 
your indulgence, 
The Mechanic. 30 I^ lay 1995. 
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f m 0 proud yibon^im?., n.^ : 
m inhoni(inct/ from /nv hn, - m 
IhOli^h 30/)r)oU/no5 1 OfTi ^uosiTonodl 
y^boui ihc/ colour of [{\x akin^ 
f o/n <iU«/3iio)rit/cl on ih i5 , jL 
&V bolh blCicKa ond whilt/s, 
lo m n\\ CULKiPElfl 
oxpioms oil mv n^hia, 
My nouononiv, « ^ . . - ^ J ^ B I 
f hovo ombrocod for so lon ,^ 
ond Iho Rt^ Lf^ H of 5omo, "^ jU5i moko.5 flfio aironcj. 
For If Lhoj would nol moKo ^ud^omoni^. 
on :JU3L whoi WB 500. 
Ihon movbo ono dov. 
Thoy would loom lo 300 /nc 
^'5omo poODio choso lo hoio u a L 
:0 lhor3 choso lo show U5 corol 
I Oil woro ruiod by poncioaii^i jOf ^ovornmonia ovor^whoroi 
^j Yh inod lo nvo omon^5i ^ou • 
^ ' ^ ' P ^ ^ 3 ^ - ^^ ^"^^^ ^^ ^°^'^ bock Ihon ^  
* ^ -^ -^^  Iho offors of Our fnondship 
you apurnod o^oin and o^ ioin 
I My loono^o voor6 wo?^ o lurmoK 
y\cun<i V/HfIE bul irooitxi miy. 
J inod 30 hord iQ undorsiond you 
ond whol '/J03 oionq your irock 
My nf o omid Iho whiio mon 
W03 novor mooni lo bo 
i^ ou aomod^  our boaic humon n^hia 
ond irooiod mo disdomfuiiy 
f hOV'o 0l'W0v3 OClod dlfforoni 
aomo :iU3i Ihoughl mo odd 
f om on obon^inio 
ond wo worship onoihor ^od 
Tho 4od wo coil our moihor 
0 tond Ihol boro us on 
wo lovo Iho lond ihoi crooiod us 
I ond will forovor hood hor coil >.«j^. 
-.^,, 
^uu:X:W 
I . - . ' 
•N't.-J 
Our poopio boion^ lo Iho isionds 
for :AB0^/6 wo hovo nvod by iho 6B^ 
Iho dolphins wo hoii o s our oncosiors 
somoiimos r hoor ihom coiiin^ lo 
y/hon f om oil oiono ond wondonnqt. .^ 
ond ihm^s siori ^oinn^ mo down':-:': , „ 
1 REMEMBER my youlh by iho soo "shoroC , , 
ond Iho ViAQJL ihol is ihoro lo bo found ;> 
': Tho lonq dioys sponi huniin^ ond ^oihonn^:-:-/ 
^ Iho nighls sofo from iho cold ond iho woi^^^ 
oil huddiod cioso nsiomn^ lo s i onos il>>"i 
Aboriginal Art and Other Burning Issues 
1st Level 336 George St 
Phone 221 1069 
May 19-June 17 
The Jagamurra Collection, 
Central Dcscn Paintings. j^j^ ^ _ j^ ^^ ,^ ,^ 
Murri Scliools Siudcni Art Extilbitiun, 
in conjunction with NAIDOC week. 
August 11 - August 24 
Boo. Meringue, 
QUT Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Siudcni Show. 
8 ihoso momonos i wm novor f o r ^ o i a ^ v V ^ 
•' lodoy 1 nvo in 0 aiYr*'-*'*'** ^ ^ 
0 riow sol of mom6 ond mmd 
1 could novor undorsiond whoi rocism mooni 
unlil 1 oncouniorod somo whiios 
Thoy forcod our poopio lo ossimiioio 
ihoy hoiod Iho colour of our skin 
Iho whiios mockod ond huminoiod u s 
oh whoro IS Iho droomiimo o^om 
Our poopio boiiovod m o<^ uoniy 
no hoio no rocism no colour 
wo oponod our londs lo iho whiio mon 
ihoy sold us oul for Iho doiior. 
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N E D 
A E O N 
motvolV^ eisUC 
hietatcni-'. "^  spitUuaUV 
has brought us H-";; ^sibiUiy to 
advance tha .^^^ the 
maKe v.^ ^ ^ ; ^ , i , , There 
ate tnany^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ is 
theffl-
human ideas seems to double with each FO R ^ 
decade. SCIENCE has not caused this, THISPIJ-ANET 
SCIENCE is one of its many side At the high^t level 
effects. As are parallel explosions in this manifest? as^ome 
ART, MUSIC and GENERAL unspecifiablefeelingfor^ the 
CREATIVITY. Oh the magical level ^ibcs generated by human 
the psychic powers are becoming thought and action. 
much more accessible. Telepathy. "^^ *a°*'«= ^^ '^fTi^Ui 
clairvoyance and astral new aeonicmagic Is psydidogical 
travel were once won only at great anarchy. It is a species of operation 
costs by an elect few through extreme 
measures. Now they are within the reach 
monoi 
institutionalised instrument of the state. 
The singular gods of this period were 
designed to give divine sanction lo the 
signs 10 occur. 
»«.».« 
i*>J 
^^^^Snew field of 
In this "^ ^e 
endeavour, v. 
s h a l ' 
discover 
uch oi 
MIND FUCK applied to ourselves as 
..,v«.u.uo..,v.r,w.wj„..„».n..u,..vavn muchtothcworfd. Thcslmistoproducc 
of anyone armed with only moderate inspiration and enlightenment through secular and priestly powers and to provide 
HpiPrminafinn Thft heoinninoQ nf fhp DISORDERING OUR BELIEF a modcl for the ideal citizcn. The 
STRUCTURES. HUMOUR, anclent magical force could 
COUNTER 
rec 
mv 
pWi ?^V :•/ 
f>*.i 
the 
once 
"lagicaf 
'knowledge 
'hat (he ancient 
shamans 
possessed. Of 
course we shall know it 
""cr different guises nd 
W'" evcntuaJly cxn.nH 
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deter ination. The beginnings of the 
new psychic awareness have 
acquired a definite subversive flavour, 
Magic is aligning itself against 
oppressive forms of order in many fields. 
Magic is opposed to a psychiatry and 
a medicine designed to patch up the 
damaged automaton and plug them back 
into the system. Instead it would 
RATHER THAT INDIVIDUALS 
MANAGED TO HANDLE THEIR 
OWN MENTAL SELF DEFENCE 
AND TREAT THEMSELVES 
WITH GENTLER REMEDIES 
SUCH AS HERBS.Magic 
rejects politics as no more 
than some peoples 
perverse desire to 
dominate others. It 
does well to dis-
a s soc i a t e 
itself from 
this 
RANDOM BELIEF, 
INFO & DISINFORMATION are its 
techniques. 
The monotheistic god is only an 
idealised image of ourselves or our fathers 
hardly supply the basis for these new gods 
instead Yahweh, Jehovah, Allah and 
Budda were defined as male humans in 
terms of particular cultural ideas. Magic 
became a suppressed activity because the 
iS^Otf?^ 
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or our kings writ large. The perspective priests of the new religions were not very 
of the telescope now indicates that this idea g^ gpf g^  j( g^ j^ ^g^e not prepared to risk 
was childishly small - no wonder the anyone usurping their limited abilities, 
inquisition burned astronomers. Because of an idealised 
Nevertheless, before the monotheistic conception ofthe unitary gods all that 
en-ors were made, OUT species had arrived ^gj ^Q^ \^^^ QJ gyjj became lumped 
at a sophisticated appreciation of the together in the form of various devil 
psychic structuf^ of our own little images. The Horned God of antiquity 
corner of the universe. These early reappeared as the anti-god of these 
psychic abilities , coupled with a systems. His devotees met secretly as 
high INTELLIGENCE rapidly made the witches and sorcerers to practice their 
puny humans, into the planets most magic . In the atheistic aeon, through 
successful species. The god was /^hich the leading earthly cultures are 
symbolised as homed because it confened passing, God became human, stripped 
certain powers over animals and because of psychic and myst ic 
it represented something extra we could capabilities but provided with 
acquire. The double horns symbolised the physical technology instead. By a 
bipolar nature of a force which was supreme act of selective inattention, 
both GOOD AND EVIL, light and atheistic cultures managed to not 
dark, beautiful and terrible. Furthermore observe the manifestation of any order 
horned god image gives an of reality beyond the 
impression of the awesome and physical . In the new aeon, on whose 
terrible nature of this power, threshold we stand, a new 
griculture and the conception of psychic 
ginningofsettledlifcpeality is forming. This new 
city states conception is growing on a number of 
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enormously that the 
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monkey 
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and advocates 
P E R S O N A L 
ENLIGHTENMEN 
AND EMANCIPATIO 
which are the only real saf& 
guards to freedom. Magic is^ 
anti-ideological because the main,^ ^^  
products of ideological solution aPirwUshered in tlie 
oppression and corpses. Magic is pagan aeon 
profoundly opposed to religion. Although We lost 
a religion may appear benign when it is touch 
in decline at least half of the madness and 
violent deaths of history have been 
caused by mindless adherence to 
religions. Magic is also opposed to 
the superstition that the world is wholly 
•material and that our actions are not 
intimately interwoven with the psychic 
sphere .To oppose repressive forms of 
order which often impose themselves by 
evil means, magic aligns iiself to a 
visionof CHAOTIC GOOD. Maglc 's 
commitment io the good is reflected with 
its CONCERN WITH INDIVIDUAL 
FREEDOM & CONSCIOUSNESS 
• its INTEREST IN ALL 
OTHER LIFE 
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fronts. T H E LEADING EDGE OF 
QUANTUM P H Y S I C S SEEMS TO 
BE PROVIDING A THEORETICAL 
B AS I s for many of the phenomena 
jediscovered by the renaissance of 
jnterest in para-
)sychology and 
. a n c i e n t 
L«^S 
i^i^^ ^m. 
with many 
aspects of thi.s^ 
force which related^ ,^ ^^  
directly to nature atid, 
began lo construct all manner of 
improbable polytheistic and pantheistic 
theories to account for our behaviour and 
that of our environment. Knowledge 
became fragmented and aspects of the 
force were personified as various deities. 
Superstition and mere religion became 
rife. The original magical lore and 
abilities survived in places but becamj 
unofficial or even went 
underground. Inthe 
magical 
practice. 
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^^^" A"*! 1 thousands of year-L^  Alfoccultism is 
you will an attempt to win back that awesome 
suffer is amnesia, lost wisdom, 
he SEXUAL Each of the major human 
applaud the universe for being the 
stupendous practical joke that 
it is. If there were a purpose to 
t l 
definitio 
the first dic-
tionary defini-
tion of fanzines 
from a couple 
of years ago 
called them a 
m a g a z i n e 
done by a fan 
of a special in-
t e r e s t . 
Fanzines have 
been around 
for ages in all 
sorts of differ-
ent forms but 
the fist to start 
jetting big 
LAmerican 
labout 
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I t u r n e d t o z i n e s a f t e r b e i n g d i s i l l u s i o n e d i*jith m u s i c 
m a g s t h a t e x i s t e d j u s t to., m a k e m o n e y t h r o u g h a d v e r t i s i n g 
a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y t h e i r c o n t e n t c a p i t u l a t e d t o c o m m e r c i a l 
i n t e r e s t s - w h i c h is p r e t t y m u c h t h e c a s e w i t h a l l t h e 
f r e e e n t e r t a i n m e n t w e e k l i e s .like R a v e a n d T i m e O f f in 
B r i s b a n e o r t h e b i g g e r m u s i c m a g s l i k e - ' J u i c e a n d R o l l i n g 
S t o n e - T h e f i r s t z i n e I r e a d w a s c a l l e d U o o z y - T h e y r e up 
to a b o u t t h e i r b t h i s s u e n o w a n d are b a s i c a l l y a m i x t u r e 
of a n a r c h i s t p o l i t i c s n i d e a s a n d i n d e p e n d e n t m u s i c - s t u f f ' 
..you r e n o t g o i n g t o h e a r a b o u t f r o m t h e m a i n s t r e a m p r e s s 
a n d s t u f f t h a t r e s i s t s c o m m e r c i a l s u p p o r t . 
Like just a b o u t G v e r y t h i n g alternative-i z i n e s can be a p p r o p r i a t e d 
by the m a i n s t r e a m but then t h e r e s a l w a y s going to be p e o p l e who 
will do it t h e m s e l v e s s p r i n g i n g up to ta k e the p l a c e of t h e on e s 
that get c o m m e r c i a l i s e d . Punk s a good e x a m p l e . H e a p s of f a n z i n e s 
h a v e c o m e out a b o u t p u n k music-, b a s i c a l l y b e c a u s e the e t h i c s b e h i n d 
the p u n k is that it is s o m e t h i n g that e v e r y o n e can and should do for 
t h e m s e l v e s . It s the whole do it y o u r s e l f idea of c r e a t i n g 
s o m e t h i n g for the community and sharing r e s o u r s e s and creating 
s o m e t h i n g y o u r s e l f r a t h e r than b u y i n g s o m e t h i n g that s o m e o n e 
e l s e h a s c r e a t e d to m a k e m o n e y . 
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Semper: Uhat do you think of the inte^nefr^<J•&T'r:WS^T?^•M;^eoa.W^/<i& 
Richard: I think people who do fanz 
so many of the people who have been 
the last couple of years seem tb nou 
of their crocking-on on the net now 
have got access^to it- I just thic 
increase so ,much more-. Uhile xt is 
working class people Who don t get 
be alienated from it I think that th 
5 or inT .-r^.^Vi^^'^^-iU«^-r^H.rQC.t»C*SLy\W*it^,l. 
nes ar^ information hungry andi" • -< 
doing fanzines for years or in ;::>tyCK;A^-ra;;:HA.Y6E'*'^^^^^ 
be on the net and they d 
hat there s lots of peop 
that access to it is going to 
certainly true that there are •''imPJ&mHHm:;^!'):^^^^!^,! 
v:u;ie::rirti:\r:i::ur^>?^^™i^f^^«'^^ 
to sell computers to everyone-* •4'^ 'TVWM^ ?,',.'.--'I M.t. *r''."w^OL-O,'; .^ ^^ C 
certain level of education and , :;;^0fiSf»|.^fft:YQtt.'i?etlVlHei^^^ 
mouters I disagree •="•- ' ^ . 
are basically real 
uterphobic for yea 
jmper: lilhat about d is t r ibu t ion^ 
start by taking it to different* ^v U^k'^ tVi ** 
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peopie" and 
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t h a t s 
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Richard: U e U you _ ^^ .^ .^^ ,,3 .w .^ v.x, , ^ , „,, - -  ^.^^^^
shops in your immedite vacinity where people who^rf 3 f\SQv^-''H" jl, 
be interested would come across it and put it iS T Q ' I W A S ' V I ^ I 
the shops on consignment and if they don t ^'"*--- •—•*' •"'-
you can take them back off the shops- As far*^^, 
music fanzines go there s the record stored l^iy,-, »xw^ «.«u^ j^^ v-^  w j , 
townn Rocking Horsen Skinnies and Kent and in* t^ hel r'^ - # K'l*''.*(}' 
Valley there s a couple of places like th€*|?'Qi^A '^^  *^  
Silver Rocket and Scrabble and Red Books *-'• 
they have fanzines as well and Hollus BolIu'sT*. 
as welln they have alot 0*" interes 
ilicationsi there s also quite a _ „ . ^  . »« ^  W>.JL.. .^  -1 
tribution services that have male orde-r • j" Q ^^if^^'©^*, 
catalogues 
fanzines the 
Tell us about Salt 
Richard:! started it ,be-
find somethin'g to do 
that would be fin 'and 
worth while and because 
no one else iwas talking 
about the pop music that 
seems to^'be most real 
to mei kind oflow-fi-, 
do-it-your-self-indy-
pop which is made by peo-
ple who have no preten-
sions of making lots of 
money or even ^getting 
heard by lots of people 
but who make it for them-
selves and whoever hap-
pens to hear about it. v 
I ve been into it a bit 
for^quite a few years 
and I'wanted -to discuss 
it with more than just 
the people who I happen 
to bump into. . 
Semper: If someone wants to'do a 
zine what should they dof 
Dick: Uelln they have a sub-
ject that they want to write 
aboutn they write ab^ut it 
and then they drau pictures 
or take photos and make it 
look like whatever they want 
to make it look like and 
they can just photocopy it 
somewhere and copy it up or 
they can save up some money 
and take it to a printer 
and print up a few issues-
Lus ^^^^^'^*Xt'WPVl^ 
; t ing pub'-i^J't^ m r C p, rf 
. le c r d . r . r . O . W - f e l 
that have subscr ipt ions for t«b&.,>Q|=V';i'"ff W'.;*Jj; 
y and Delicious -.•*-;Tfl'fit*' • 
• •;.-/THf ,^ *,^ |^ .f :mv 
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^ U I R L The L a s t 
L .1C0rn EP S u i r l are a 
oarne for this band. In the 
n of all those nice bands 
^ d uith one word titlesi 
and from Sydney who 
^noises uith their 
s. This EP has 
nd two covers 
was originally recorded for an Uhy is D-I-Y- better than buy-i 
Australian Carptenters buy-i buyf 
'^^ good . 
V ^ \ traditiV 
'• Swirl are a-«.* 
'-, 'A make very nicL. 
V < voices and guit"2 
\ tun nrintnal Diet two original pieces";-, 
- . The Ship Songl by -
o'nd Calling Occupantsi; 
i ck Cave 
uhich 
*&?^ «S 
:'^%:\vr*^':^L 
compilation that never happened-
Swirl include an apology that it 
is a pretty bad versioni but I 
think it is ok- You might like 
this band- JACINTA TOOtlEY 
The Sea Haggs . rieibourne 
bandi the Sea Kaggs have just 
released their first CD Jellyl-
I recently spoke to two members 
of the seemingly ever-changing 
^ e - u p - Lora (guitari violai 
fci^der n glockenspiel and 
^H^lain - (bassi guitar 
fe'-^'j*-. their vieus on 
in general. 
Ian - For me it s just the 
aesthetic of D-I-Y- stuff-. I ve 
aluays liked the kind of hand-
made craft feel of things- Uhen 
you get a record that someone 
has maybe done 500 of and made 
up the covers themselves it is a 
lot different tc something that 
is just the same plasticy five 
million copies of it that uere 
designed by some designer that 
the record company hired- D-I-Y-
is just like a reflection of 
someone like yourself who is just 
like pumping it out-l 
Lora - It is more directi you 
knowi it is from one person to 
the next-l 
r£J^  is actually a compilation 
>y.^ 
> > ^ > 
r: of Sea haggs music since their 355^, Wy 
,;.•'$ beginning in early 1^2- "^^  , j,„^^*^^V 
,. 7 , features five EPs really and^has ''•"'^' 
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PAVEMENT Uouee Zoweell 
This is probably Pavement s tth 
or so CD release, and I m sad 
to say that I much prefer their 
earlier funnier stuff. If you 
^ aven t heard Pavement before-, 
«d:* o** x,f >i^ 
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l]\R ~ Seeing Stars! 
Cow) The first song 
'in easily from under the 
<y of my bed as I crawled 
sleep. If faded once as 
^head drifted in another 
action. It looped around 
bicycle shed then back 
Sjain-. I heard the word shy 
5nd the sound of glockenspiels-, 
It faded once more and I slept. 
•That was a compliment. 
Song two Seeing stars! 
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The fluffs - Blonder and 
Blonder (Reprise) At f i r s t 
l i s t e n you w i l l mistake t h i s 
f o r an angry young woman band 
but on c lose r i nspec t i on you 11 
f i n d two e x c e l l e n t geeky wh i te 
guys and one woman who may j u s t 
be a l i t t l e m i f f e d o f f and 
doesn t rrind c a l l i n g you a few 
nasty nair.es-
A l l songs con ta in husky 
womans vocals w i t h g r u f f shouty 
b i t s between nasha med k i t s c h 
rhyme schemes-, a d d i c t i v e l y 
- 0) sz in f, catchy pop/punk g u i t a r r i f f s 
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BANE CONCERT HALL 
•^-Soprano, w i t h A l b e r t Guinbvart 
on P i a n o . SD y e a r s 'S f ^ 
''m ."»»«» iV^«r f**!^ Nicola $acc( 
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f « % i 
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5^. performing. Born in Barcelona 
^in n s 3 . Discography includes 
^21 complete operas and SO albums 
^ - has a long list of prizes and 
•^onours. Things to say about 
Jhigh art and culture - very 
much one of audience alienation. 
,^  Hundreds of people pay a lot 
jf money to pile into an 
TM^^ 
'«,*•: 
©down upon by tne nrno 
goers. Who lookL 'I " " " ' ' 
coloured hair a n / "' '"""^ 
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6aud i t o r i um to s i t very s i l e n t l y 1. Anthem l^ a^ 
and s t i l l to l i s t e n and watch 
meone e l se do ing someth ing. 
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"for WDHien in the lower and Basement Mexicos everytninn..,!: „ . ^ 1 i , ^ * : ^ " ^ ^ T '^ aoflression as "Bssentially a sounit one"? 
Is dOBbled (except tor respectV-PelemnB to women lhe p E ^ : - ^ ^ ^ ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ citv Indians in Indioennus dress dance befow 
centages of Illiteracy, of subhuman living conditions, low v ' ^ t S < 3 E N m m . F 4 W W n r ; ; ^ ^ ^ ^ 
!pnpr ? d p L ^ S flisguise wittiia-:; K ^ m m ^ t f e 0 f Q ! i ; ^ ^ 8 t M ^ e ^ W m I ^ ' . t a ( } E S . The radio peports a rally of thousands of similarly 
fch nfnninn nnHnm n^^^^^^^^^  mTH^- - 'Orm'mmw'^f^^^'"^"^suppoptErsOf thfiPRI.the Pulingparty,todem-
^ i S "J„!I ic"/ 1 S „ ' ' ° " ' ' ' ' T "'•'"''?'''''' *'•' ^°'""''•• - • r » ^ 2 S v r ^ ^ ' ' • • . • ' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ L i r o^^a»« •" «He streets. At roadblocks, the army check the nnighlmare doubles the awakenmg... They no longer need any - I'twterAliNDtXLJjr-.". • % ^ « • '--TH.AT-i^jj^jny ^j g,, ipauEiiers 
state of Mexico. Marcos describes the conditians there:2: 
Chiapas loses blood through many veins... This 
land continues paying tribute to the imperial-' 
ists: petroleum-, electric energy-, cattle-, money-,-
coffee-, banana-, honeyi corn-, cacao-, tobaccoi' 
sugar-, soy-, melon, sorghum-, mamey-. mango-, tama-
rind-, avocado... Primary roetalsi thousands of 
millions which flow to Mexican portsi and rail-' 
roadi air and truck transportation-, centres 
headed towards different parts of the world:-
The Linited States-. Canada-. Hollands Cermany-, 
Italyi Japani but with the same fate: imperial-
ism. The free that capitalism imposes on the 
south eastern part cf this country oozes-, as it 
has since from the beginningi blood and mud---
A handful of businesses-, one of which is the 
state of Plexicoi take all the wealth out of 
Chiapas-, leaving behind in exchange their moi— 
tal and pestilent track-.. 
(In Chiapas) only one third of homes have elec-
tricity. Half don t have potable water and two 
theirs have no sewage. One third of the munici-
pality capitals have not paved road access-
Twelve thousand communities have no other means 
of transport and communication than mountain 
trails. Education is the worst in the country. 
Seventy-two percent of children don t finish 
the first grade. Of lb->DSa classrooms in ITflT-, 
only It uere in indigenous zones. One and a half 
million people are unable to access medical 
services. The number of clinics in five times 
less than the national average. Over fifty per-
cent of Chiapanecos suffer from malnutrition 
and this increases to over eighty percent in 
the mountain highlands..-
Pemex has eight-six teeth clenched in Chiapas. 
They take the petroleum and gas auay and leave 
the stamp of capitalism as change; ecological 
destructioni agricultural scraps-, hyper-infla-
tion-, alcoholism-, prostitution and poverty... 
Capitalism is in debt for everything it takes 
away 
One more thing. It will not always be this way. Another 
Mexico? No. the same... I am talking about something 
else, about other winds beginning to blowA..." 
• . < * % > * ; * * * ! ' « » -^;--^ c^sa-*.: "^ ^ 
ymm^^^^^^^^^^^ great a e s t r u c t i o n . 
• ' lXT?miV . . y f W ^ ^ ' ^ i j f ^ ^ ^ ^ and I w i l l windup n 
•^•1""<S>'' 
!'9fti?^'^ft!9i ''^^7/^i.7J^y, '^y^.^^ 
% 
^*w'^*/?ft '^^ ^^ ^^  "hi _ . 
/A ^''^es ^^^hr'^ffda^eaJi^^OOn^^fH^db °^'^^^^^ "^ to abandon a l l intents at retreat 
^ * ^ A ^^fPen!,^^^tfl6 ^^ffolt^file ^^Otht!^ "' '^'^^ '^°^^ " °^ include them. That is why, for us, 
^^fCo 69h ^^ON,^^^^/a ^^f6t^^^tf''- '^^""^ ^^ "° ^^^^^^^'^ step... Surrender has been 
You (Zed i l lo ) say that 
a f t e r years of war and 
thousands of deaths and 
you 
ego-
best 
to do i t now- That war 
should be avoided- But-, 
which war is to be avoidedf 
The one which we began 
against you system by mak-
ing l eg i t ima te use of s e l f -
defence and rebe l l i on f Or the 
one which you have made 
against us since you have been 
power and government in these 
Mexican lands? The war which 
we want to end i s the one waged 
by the p o l i t i c a l system behind 
and above you against us- The 
war against any democrat ising e f -
for t - , against any desi re for j u s -
t ice- , against any a s p i r a t i o n for 
y- This is the war which a l l 
cans su f fe r and which must come 
to an end- Once i t ends-, the other 
ar-i our uar-> everyone s war w i l l ex-
t i ngu i sh i t s e l f . 
The support of the civi l ian population-, that 
ch alloued us to grow and become strong, now 
'ersr^^ffon 
'ftk mi,,'S: 
prohibited, the Zapatista leaders who opt 
surrender wi l l be decommissioned-n 
In April 1115, the government and the EZLN began 
settlement. The 
ed and require the 
Vfti\*i'i,t'hdrawal of the Hexican army from Zapatista 
terr i tory- Their struggle continues in riexico. A 
cbrilnuniques signed The Autonomous Indigenous Re-
i ^ ' ' * * e / f f % f e ? ' ^ 2 ' ' ^ - ^* '« '%,.- ' . - . .af /^.5^ ' i - t ions for a peaceful 
t^OPftbHl^fOri^f^i/l **/j7 ' •**^2^patistas have not demolish  
^^ / • - ' { ^ /c / i 'A^ .^^ iyJ .^^e^y / - :CHe\*"'i.t' r l  x i ca a  
"^ffiep^^, 11 ^tUnJ" 06ifi,' ' "^"^ '" "^ ^^ "' dislributiDn of Infopniatlon to Rational and interna-
**<fe^*'^^/'J *a^ ^ * & f l / / ^ % f l / - '^  spheres, international fltiservers, letters lo the MeKican 
land availability is at the centre of the Zapatista demands. *^'fa' . flr^,f J8,i j ^ . ^ f s S so^l ;^'^ * 7 o C^^nnsuiates and caravans. We are also asking for support in the 
Over 3D% indigenous, two thirds of Chiapanecos live ^eear^tftfr^f^fl 'ffBA^^spjijW ^ ^ "^:^'-\ tejal recognition of the autonomaos regions. Dur international is 
and die 
states, 
selves. 
ble. In spite of tlie laws prohibiting private owner-
ship of large amounts of land, there are many un-
lawfully registered estatesS. Livestock ranching now 
takes up a third of the state's land, with less than 
one fifth farmed by peasants, most of it communally. 
The occupation of San Cristobal and other towns on 
the first of January, has since been followed by 
takeovers of large ranches by Campesenns§. The 
government accepted the validity of takeovers pre-
vious to April IS, 1894, and offered to compensate 
the ranches for their lost land. This did not, 
however, halt the occupation of land. 
Eleven months of peace negotiations did not 
prove fruitful. Tne Mexican governaent offered 
numerous concessions in return for surrender, 
including the resignation of the governor. DevBl-
^^sn/ ^ 4 P * ' % / 5 ^ ' ' ^ 4 ^ ; '^?^^^ *D""'^ "^ " """"""''' "Bight to the EZLN; Il's nothing raore lhan a 
HpQfp-^orJ^ffati S^fffiBg ' A.WAKT^TN.^'.'v: symptom of something more. Years from now, whether or not the 
tiiu^^op g^gp/n^'Oeff ^THi%''fi6'7X&i&i^ P"^ '^  ^*"' '™"'"'- ^^^^^ ^^ l"'"" *° ^^ P"*"^^ ^ ""^  *'"''^ ' 'B"*" 
^3ti ^% M ' ' ' * / • / ' * ' * ' / •« - • W4: f ft • 'ft kfv 1^  k i r . T Q' ' ' * ' l ^ ' " ^^''''i P'^ *^ *^-' '''">* * 's hecausB when we rose up against 
W ' ^ * e i S ? ' % / % ' '^^*-*"'--**"^-"'^^-^^''=' (Me government, we began to receive displays of solldarlly and 
A'/to * % * % * / ? % •••^ ^ '^^ •^•^  "°* °"'*"''"" Mexicans, bul from indigenous people Is 
''foiif^er/!^6s0 J T H i W M f t O i ' R J l i Q ^ ' ^^' *''fl''nllna, Canada, tbe United States and Central America. 
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.they told us that the uprising represents something that th 
'wanted to say, and now they had found the words to say It, eacs 
in bis or her respective country. 1 believe the fallacious notloj 
the ead of history has finally been destroyed."10 
Thanlis to Coral Wynters. 
by Pamela Baldauf. 
'All comniunlques available on the mternet in English 
t bold, author's A "The wind that swept Mexico":- n; 
peasants living nn the land ** now $US53 t t A 
Mexicans on 281h Feb showed i\'>/t thought 
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MANIA MANGA " " ' * - ' 
Some of the wanga films IVo soon In the past have 
had too ranny explosions and mcnsiors to make 
senso. My vlov.-lng ol "Patlabot Mobil* PoKco" at the 
Classic CinBoia's current Mangs fesi/val however 
was a thoroughly scintillating experience. Tha plot 
was rasonabiycomploxyBtllowod smoothly through 
the stylisl:c Japanese animation and my atlonllon 
was rowardod al the end of the lilm with soma imor-
estlr.;} Intofpreailons o! the film's polonltal message, 
Tha action In the li'.m Is genacalad by a series ol 
myslof ious psychotic rampages by a number of huge 
(abourlig robots In lulurisiic Japan. Examination 
reveals a vims has been planted In all ot the robots 
by a genius programmer in his new Hyper-Operal-
Ing System, Tho lilm sooks soma justification (or 
consldoralion) cf tho path ol "progTess" and Ils el-
locts on society and tho human psycho, Tho manga-
lover conlinues at the Classic (9e3 Stanley Slrool, 
•ast Brisbane) with; Space Adventure Cobra from 
ne 1 •?; Wings ol Honn»amlso fwm Juno 8-14 
labiy another showing of Patlabor,. 
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Ing taclinlquBs warn dlvarsH 
•nd HibtlB. Nty tavuurtta shots 
WBra t h o H nimail at a high 
angla Irini's sya HIBW - Ilka a 
rullnn t ram abaiin. Far thasa 
Wtio tititnA Intrldus, you Mrfll 
ba dBsnlata. I I I I B movla has 
"! B a S '2 n\. 
l l S £ E -B ^ 
o ^ s e 5 -S 
ni l MlB ll iniziil. Bill ' Dl I I I 
trai ftin It Pbiilii Dill, "111 BBit 
MKti vrnm U iilli" trti M l 
nliiieil IrtitB priiin Hit yiir i i i 
If gti4, Ul Ilia I I I Biilii iitl 
taitiniiir i«ittirtii uii tr tii 
woBig'i ttiTigU iBl nrrltil. Bin 
ll tl i IIHIP GtltlSi » I NDBll, 
Phiilii il thi limeit it llii law IR 
MttB lillt. l l I Qlrl Ml liirm btr 
nliB • It ttiB igi ol tea i))i It gliriR 
iNij la Hirrliie, wttti i Itwri it i 
ruity klcjrlci ii< i tkloij ciw ti a 
a i l wti Jitlsti kB Biitt kan a krUe 
at kit Bouer ii tog ilfl IB wirk. 
Pkoalii retell «llk iigir it kcr 
expected ntiierrlnes la^ tMr tke 
traini of kilig rigeV ky ker kiikiil, 
iki rail kick to ker fimU), wkers tlii 
EBit lice (ke illgna tt ketig a 
lliDktflleit wgaii. Ski li iikie-
gautli Ikrowa eat af ttii illlagi at a 
lilt, iner kilfli kBitea aat ilaitt 
rmel k| Baa tnn ne ipiir ciiti. 
lllltBllJ} FkSDiU tIBIBtl a 
iilirliit kiillt, tiBlled ky aogir at 
tki iiiuil vlileicB ail elite 
I S inreuiM Hfiick tkrailH* ker in< 
I ^ i l l iiBlii ker iptlaai. Ski rtknali 
5 ^ trtffl tks lirrBr at uliliBt ipgretilii 
l^ wltlnitreBgtkntfpmlnarklekNttl 
I !> keirtei ai| wtBii until wiDtt to flgkt 
£ E kick. Ihe nnii ciEttlii IBBI 1117 
lltlarklBg leiKt if i i u i l i i i l ia i l l 
Mnieit kntillt) irtick an icsciplei 
lU iiciiraiel la 1 caltire aklck 
linn mai l ukiiftiaftvflei. It 
enll ks ni} ti aika iki Blitiki if 
eaiiiBilig Uli ililtiei tiwar^  wiaei 
I t 1 ktrlirle iUBiit af l iM i nftira 
If Bii IK I I I nimt tkit tkii kitm 
111 ti l i ici llnciii tnriH wiBia It 
Jikl 11 BrtnlBif li (kli CMitr), at (kit 
•itfirtlt}, iiBttlBii iBtint air 
tniilt. Wilcklig tki Bail ra»i 
teiaii, ll pirtlcilir tkt riMital rape 
if Pkulii ki 1 lirga graag et aaa 
traigkl li a; ali l cMitliii itirlei it 
nge, gaig rapi i l l ilaltiu wkiek 
kin kill till Bl k) Irlailt inr lit 
I tm . Tke mf It Bklettkenkjiet 
«ni iBiH wttk ll tka lila tall aitkratle 
aai BBDII. S I I B I BIIWII iirtrajt 
PkiglHOBil,''niiEi«inirtka 
Fliwirf". Nltk leptk, kiUenklllty lol 
kittir piiilii. Tkli niB ll iBuiai, bit 
ke •nnv^, It t i i nt nm cliti Is tke 
kioa. BANOr VlKNlCaEENS AT TNE 
NOni BIGENTS MB n i SCHBNNEl 
rigMIHtlllJIHE. 
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COMPENSATION 
JENSEN & 
SOLICITORS 
lEl/EL 1,33 PARK RD, MIITON. BRISBANE 
ffyou have been on "^  
Wofkefs'Compensalion 
benefits you may also be 
entitled to daim damages. 
"FREEPfefsonaJ 
Consullaljon to suit you 
and your situation with 
Scott Jensen direa 
on 07 367 2228 
"d J.*^ * • ' * 
jitois yovL 
R E V I 
* ' ^ * * ' ^ V * * * * (IRC Review^ "AN ABSOLUTE MUST SEE A&ANDfr 
ROMANCE, INTRIGUE, HEROISM, IN A BAHLE 
FOR FREEDOM IN SCOTLAND 
MEL GIBSON directs and stars in this epic film iri which he plays Scottish 
hero m\\\zm Wallace, whose passion and courage united the Scottish 
oeoDlenmeir strugg e against a riithless English King^ One conslanl 
fherSe in th^ e movie is that of betrayal. He is supported by England's 
CATHERIfiE S R M A C K and French actress, SOPHIE MARCEAU and 
thousar^ds of extras in tne stunning epic baltle scenes. 
IN THE TRADITION OF THELMA & LOUISE AND STEEL MAGNOLIAS 
A film to carry in your heart and remember with a smile 
HFRQERT ROSS (ilm is a wonderful disciplined emotional story of three 
women and how they bring strength, humour, hope and richness to one 
anothcrs lives and in the process, they create a family of their own. S,B.S 
E i e S h S The success of Ihe film'rests with Ihe casl and VVhoppi is 
maaniiicent playing a Lesbian Nightclub Singer, Mary Louise Parker ,of 
S Green Tomatoes fame) gives fine delicacy to her role and Drew 
Barrvmore s a big surprise and (ull of vivacious energy. The film is 
compTemented with a hot new sound track album. 1.56_(MA) 
MEL 
GIBSON 
BRAVE 
HEART 
"A VERY VERY FUNNY PICTURE!" * * * * (4/5) Sydney Morning Herald 
"Adrenatised Tarantino... without the violence!" * * * * l / 2 • Triple J 
KFVW <5tvllTH'S SSO.OOO film has already earned over S5 million at the box 
office and is still going. Ifs about two twenty - somelhing clerks in a 
SnvenlSnce'video^slore who are convinced life would be great if it weren't 
?orarthe siupid customers. Described as a sa.ute to brainy guys in 
hrainlesslobs Clerks is really very funny and a lot of fun. Forget the high 
SuTget epics tt^ is black and white cheap film with no name actors will 
make you laugh all the way, 1,30 (R) 
WHOOPI 
GOLDBERG 
BOYS ON 
THESIDE 
MARY LOUISE PARKER 
D R E W B A R R V M O R E 
C^ ' \\\SS\:R-I wsis r>'>4 •(\flll\tf(llMl iklHi I I I I ' ' '" 
HIGHLIGHT OF THE 1995 CANNES FILM FESTIVAL; 
Academy Award BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR 
TIM RDRTCN (Edward Scissorshand) has made an amazing film on the life 
crTwnrin a cross dressing direclor. voted 'Worst Director of All Time" and 
WsL^i?s?kePUN9FR0f^^^ 
o all °ime! Shot m lustrious Black and White (as ^ '^ ^.^^is films) the I, m is al 
fhe morremarkable for its sympathetic tragic figures. Wood and BEW LUGOS 
rMart°nlandau) yet the lilni swings along, as redouotabe and 'rressible as 
Wood himself, a powerful performance by Depp. U s a testimony to a man 
who was far scarier than his an. 2.04 (M) 
CUEMS 
IUST BECAUSE THEY SERVE YOU 
DOESN'T MEAN THEV LIKE YOU! 
JOHNNY DEPP 
MARTIN LANDAU 
,( SmiSH, FUNNY, E N E S K S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ °^««NKS 
ROGER AVARYS (Reservoir Dogs Pulo Rrr , ^"'^''^'"'"ent Today, 
Tarantino, Zed Erie S^ teTgTso K ' I f„ '^ ' "^^ ^ "^ Produce. ;.^;|n,n 
Hughes Anglade), but oniraf^er . Jh "^f^' ^" °"^ ' "^ "d . Eric £ 1 " 
hooker/studant 20^ 0 (Juli'SeVy . Er c needs 'S ' ' h ' ° , '"'^ P^ ' " ' ^« 
!^ ^ f i ! ? ! ! ? , Performances by the Iea5s make 
EXECUTIVE P R O D U C E R " 
IN r.^ux^r.tT 
iraftworkbyAvaryandTo I'his film as good as an 
«\' V'**!*'!,] 
arouM GooMu. CAIKHM OUHII • TAM Homa 
^A 
adrenalin 
. ^ o t in the neart 1-36 /.R) scssaiEaBiaEiEffl 
GOLDEN GLOBE AWARD NOMINEE: BEST ACTRESS 
I ALAN RUDOLPH'S was in competition at Cannes 1994. A beautiful y 
produced visually stylish film set in lhe Roaring Twenties, follows fhe life 
of Dorothy Parker, an extraordinary wit and writer of the times. The film 
charts the formation of the famous Algonquin roundtable with its heacy 
artistic atmosphere so af odds with Parkers private life and moves on to 
Hollywood in the thirties and lorties. Jennifer Jason Leigh captures the 
I complexities of this brilliant woman and most of all her association v;ith 
Robert Benchley, the only person who really understood and appreciated 
her, 2hr3 m 
BASED ON THE AWARD WINNING PUY BY HANNIE RAYSON... 
A story of loyalty, love and letting go 
RICHARD FRANKLIN came home to direct this story that focuses on 
three sisters reunited in a beautiful seaside setting, whose text and 
landscape have been superbly caught by cinematographer, Geoff 
Burton. The films' heart and soul are (irmly placed in this country, its 
characters and its landscape. It is questioning the Australian cultural 
identity in a very grounded way, fvlore important than the v/ords are 
the wonderful characters, bought to life by Ihe excellent Australian cast, 
augumented by the wonderJu) JOAN PLOWRIGHT Ihr 32 (M) 
"BEST BRITISH FILM" Edinburgh Festival 
"PEOPLE'S CHOICE" Award Toronto Film Festival 
A HIGHLIGHT OF THE MELBOURNE FILM FESTIVAL 
lAntonia Bird's acclaimed social drama pulls few ptnches and is a slice 
of British "social realism" ciriema. It deals with homosexuality in the, 
Catholic priesthood and Ihe lingering social problems faced by the city 
of Liverpool. The incisive screenplay and superb performances by a 
largely unknown cast make il a thought provoking and passionate filn, 
1.43 (M) 
JEKNi'fER JASOK LEi'qh IvV,., 
JOAN Plowrnqhr 
c HOTEI 
SORRENTO 
CARoLir^ E qoocJAlL 
JohN HARQREAVES 
One Man is about to 
challenge 2000 Years 
of Trad!tion 
PRIEST 
NOMINATED BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM 
1995 ACADEMY AWARDS! 
GERARD CORBIAU (Music Teacher) Directs fhis beautiful, yet dark tafe 
of the greatest Castrato singer ol all time. It encompasses his liie which 
was (ull of frustration as well as fame. The story of the conflicts of a 
Castrato, being unable to procreate or attain sexual satisfaction, versus 
fame and adulation, also the feud between his brother and Handel, A 
superb story fold with excellent direction and sound editing, makes this 
(ilm a captivating and completely enjoyable experience 1,40 (f^| 
BEST FOREIGN FILM 
95 Golden Globes 
ILCASTIUTO 
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petted Sup r^ Dog on th« hwa. "^' '"• '*. '* ' ' ' 'u '" i l i ro kick in the stomach for his trouble. He knew it though, knew that 
him. Super Dog X?{!ds w«r1?whip"ing and the seas were thrashing, the seas around the good ship SUB. .._;^ o " -
something was wrong. The w g. 
Super Dog yelped, gave the Captain o sharp nip on the ankie and raced up to the flxon Ro^"»' ^"^'^"f^^f^^^ g" 
to provoke the Captain beyond ail tolerance. Super Dog spammcd to the window and hooted, nooiing was ^ 
always fun. Super Dog had owHike tendencies. There it was. fl trail of people steadily § 
marching. Super Dog felt their anger. It reached out with the force of a lightning bolt. He S 
hoped the Captain felt it to. Come election time he was going to need them. 
The Captain stopped short at the window. He looked a the land spread out 
before him. The buildings where he had never ventured. Buildings inhabited by 
another species, a species with fierce, animal-like tendencies. There were rows 
and rows of them, marching up beside the lake. There looked about 2000 in 
all. 2000 of them and they were all coming. He could hear the slap, slap of 
the masseurs of the leaders. See their coloured Canterbury jerseys and baggy_ 
trackpants. He let out a scream. They must be slopped. Batten down the ^ 
hatches" Oh, god, what to do? He hit the emergency alarm. Campu 
security would be there within minutes. He hated them. Hated them all. 
Hated them with a passion born or ignorance and misrepresentation.^ J^ 
They were the College Pepp|9. f1?ed mcrs bs i<sl-d? H '^d h^urd ail 
about them. Never spoken to one. but knew all about ^ ^ ) ^ ^ ^ 
kids, needing to grow up. fin endiess sour« ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
on t h , dol of l«W'« 
^ „ « , c ond .covin. « - ^ ^ j ; 5 ^ 
Thot 
Th« Captain knew *** , m « n 
fiM wild partiH, sfflowl haS'SSS 
' C O n S S f V Q t i S m . HowdidtheCaptamluiowthis? Tlien«2wspap«rs. 
ind the Captciln hnmM that nm!% 
The Captain returned to the Axon Room and watched. The 
troops had stopped and were gathering together in some kind of formation^ ^ 
What were they doing? fl sound drifted up to him "fl« the way. St Johns, an cn«r _ 
way. St Johns". The "Women's up the front show us how you grunr*. ^O < 
further still "St Leos. St Leos, St Leos, we love you". Hnd the choof/^-'/ / - ' ' 
„n loud'f and loader. The sound battered the SOB with its force 1'^^'^^'^-
ogainst the walls end the walls of wrong illusions started to zra^J^""^ 
Super Dog had been wrong. The whisper in the air had not b - — 
of anger. U had been one of pride. Pride in all the Colleges. Th^h^^^ 
flowed out to the SUB. gentling and calming the Captain. He f c i t T 
nnd a \ove. Their love for each other and their COII^OP^^^ 
P«^''„^." they \W«<1 vtf'»th <*ay to <iay. who saw them in all thiir 
^ '^'aSues. who understood their loneliness. There was an intq„g,i,Lv 
connection between all these people. Somethina that the Co . ^ 
couldn't understand, but he could feel it. f7nd it Wasn'f k 
It was good. The Captain smiled andflien hugti^^ ^ z^^-
^ ^ p }u$t like him and his friends, ff' *»c wotdied. one broke ou ^e* 
TTienshckiyapieceof Poper on tlK SOB steps and turned avj«!!'^ 
on their shoukiers ond ran screaming down ^K pathwmT ^^/-^n^^^^^ 
Super Dog handed the piece of ixioer to the Captain, ft hod stoWw nioM, ^^^^^"^^ ^ ^^^^^} 
I*}^^-
.-1 . ,> „ , • -I 1 *h> ^'ou- from 
Tisatio 
totlKOiptQin. tthodslobbw nio,t 
" Wo \\;int u>u Io undcr>Kmd Off 
l l means H I much so us. ^^ > ''^^^^^^" ^iHtl 
acted !ik;j norii i i i l pc^'' '^^ ""'"•" '''•'" •' P's'-'"^  '^ ' ''^ '•'- " '*^^"''''''•' "^^ ^^ ' 
llic W f u a i i n o i i i o l i ) ti''>inJ..'rM;in(Ji.u.t tukun:. , , 
jusi as \ or. «ould ir\ ',o i;nJcrs',aiiJ lhe culture ol 
;ui> JiiTL-rc'il •-uvict) \'>'>-" ;''e !nn -a\n'ii '!i:it 
'^'^ Collci^c ;s ]yj:\'t:i.\ h's no: ;iiul wc kno^^ i'.'.'' nol ' <ir) l i i 
OPi 
M 
K 
C m i s c o n s t r u c L 
I thei 
rUerc iirc Issues ^ueh ; i - sc\ual !WtA><'.iK':'',. Kit vve 
arc v\ork;iie SOIUIMH.'- m i^ r^ invn \ \ ; i \ .XiiJ \^e are 
^eitmi-' so;neuli!.T- l\'ople !\vus o;: *. 
cause ol' all e\;l Hu: ;he^c pioh;e:i> are' 
. •\c:'>"he:c \VL-.I:I.'el;ane;v.e, bii: siv"ie:\ I'eeJ^io 
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'Oiv 
parties, sexuaj han>^ ;s,r. ...IJ. .i Oil 7^^,^ -1. 
I WAN I r u TALK. A B O U T D O M E S T I C V I O L E N 
I w a n t to t a l k a b o u t r a p e 
: r» i>v^= i i fH : 
j.-.'jifWi'' 
W h y a l lqwonese l f f to b e d e p r i v e d of t h e iove a n 
F/j^'...1S€^f''.j^simm!^^^. 
mm Terror inflicted where terror sf iould never have been iw'm^^^v CHILD BODY RAPE 
CHILD BODY BASH 
•i^ 
Child never received the love to recover, no-bne t 
hold ones hand. It is such a small hknd. Little tiny 
fingernails. Look at her little quivering cupid-bow 
l|ps, the round inquiring, tortured eyes. 
s y o u cry . 
Don't Icnow h o w to malce b e t t e i i 
Look for one to love you '' 
Look for one to hold you.. 
'He holds you.'.... 
.He car^s... , \ 
He truly does 
So you thought 
. someone to care. 
s o m e t h i n g b a d . I'll t r y to b e g o o d , I'll b e b e t t e r 
a n d s m o o t n ror m m a s y o u 
poss ib le youi c a n t h i n i c of. 
o every th ing 
You l ie in his a r m s , y o u f e e l p r o t e c t e d 
" ' a r m s t rong a r m s , f e e l bomfor t . 
b e t t e r now. usm 
llttVy^M-'Ji] 
h e wantSy Wverythin 
W M VMsJ 0101 
He's not really raping me. He loves me. 
He wouldn't % •^X^^'-^'^-^-y-':^ " " *^  ^ "" 
% 
% 
THE CYCLE THAT CONTINUES -
THE CYCLE THAT LASTS 4 YEARS 
Gotta learn that someone loves youj 
Gotta learn that someone is me;,;.; 
Gotta hold my baby hand, stroke those tiny 
fingernails. ^ f C C T ^ ^ 4 : i ^ ^ ^ « * ^ - § / ^ 
Gotta stroke that baby fine hair, kiss those baby lips 
GOTTA FUCK THAT MOTHER-FUCKER OFF ^  
GOTTA TAKE ONES SELF /K\N/KY.^^^^ ^ /^ > .^  
' ^ i ^S f i JBSM) . i ^ J ^ ^ i ' " ^ ' ^ y**"*' g r o w n ch i ld self 
:.***fiti»«ti.5. 
^MMlm 
M a g i c onese l f w i t h love 
i / ' i 1*U4?JB >i«T«\jii^4iT? 
^$^^^/^^mimim^^^^<^^i^ Vttf^  
s4ls.'^i:^-
G o t t a f ight t h e s y s t e m t h a t a l l o w s BASH-PAIN RAPE-PAIN 
G o t t a love onesel f , h e a l . 
G o t t a l e a r n t h a t sel f is m a g i c a l , qu in tessen t ia l b®"na^,^_^ 
S o m o t e it be- J A I ^ 
'tyj .ISE SlkJ W 'IJ ANNELIES HAMS ^ 
omen's Area Report 
THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL- a cl iche? 
Various recent Issues and the LINK 
THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL: 
- when I get offended at sexist/racist/homophobic/ageist etcetcetc jokes and material It is not me who has the hang-up 
-when your sense of humour is not only boring and outdated but serves to uphold stereotypes which allow men to ogle me in the 
street, make comments on my body, and get away with it. 
- when what you do affects my body, the problem does not lie with me...and yet t bear the brunt of It. 
- when you want to play games with laws which change the course of my life. 
-when the way you tell me I should see the worid and the way 1 experience it barely coincide, I am not wrong... 
- when I feel confused by the daily mass of contradictions presented by the above, I am not stupid. 
- when you don't ask me about my experience of the world, and yet you assume you have ail the information necessary to make 
decisions which affect me... 
- when I have to write what I think on a toilet wall because my 'progressive' lecturer stiil only encourages the males in my tutorial to 
speak out... 
- when they teli me not to hitchhike, not to catch public transport at night, not to drive private cars alone, not to walk down the street, 
and I stay home out of fear, it is me who gets tucked over... 
- when it is me who then gets raped in my own home... 
THE PERSONAL IS POLITICAL 
-when I am any one of half of the population ofthe ciub/faculty/Uni/world 
LITTLE ITI INGS 
You teli me lltde things are not significant, that 'he' includes 'she' and that I'm petty for feeling uncomfortable and angry when I see 
public porn or hear rape jokes. You tell me I should realise that sexism is not your 'intention'... 
LITTLE THINGS CHANGE MY UFE 
LISTEN TO THIS 
I feel surprised: 
when someone asks me my opinion 
when I'feel physically confident 
when passing groups of males don't look at my tits 
when I finish reading something and realise that I took it in so fast because the language used was inclusive 
when the males in the group don't determine the topic of conversation 
whenyou take the time to comprehend and respond to what I'm really saying and not what you thought I would say. 
when you respond to my listening with listening 
when the males around me don't compete with each other about absolutely everything 
when I can talk about bleeding and the males around me don't cringe and get defensive 
when the body language of the males around me is respectful 
when I can speak/sing/make loud noises and not feel embarrassed 
when my right to walk, drive and travel light and alone is supported 
when my right not to be raped or sexually harrassed or assaulted is supported 
when in a discussion a male counterpart admits to having changed his mind 
when I see males being gentle for the sake of it 
DO YOU KNOW HOW RARE THIS IS???77 
THESE LITTLE THINGS 
SURPRISE ME 
ARE s o RARE 
CHANGE MY LIFE 
CHANGE MY LIFE 
Little things surprise me, change my life 
UNDERSTAND THIS acrBam 
these little things mean: 
HAPPY 
PEACEFUL 
CONFIDENT 
POWERFUL 
can we try some little things 
NOWSA fundraising was a big success - to all the women going to IVIelbourne have and abssoolootely excellent time. Keep the 
network strong. 
Christina Koch 
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Billiards - Snooker - Poo/ 
70% Sfurfenf Discount 
• 15 fables • Video games 
CD Jukebox • Snack bar 
• Air-conditioned 
• Free parking 
POOL TABLES ONLY 
$1.00 PER GAME! 
Jackpot Pool Competition! 
VALLEYBILL14RDR00M 
54/58 Alfred street 
FORTITUDE VALLEY 
(Behind Valley Centre Plaza) 
Phone 252 4991 
lUbUshtra sf rint •wtTollDn pul|i rictliin.., 
irst four books In the Autopsy putillshing experiment are now fit for ' 
human consumption. A new title will de released each month, each book 
being a short story filled with sex, violence and other interesting literary 
shenannigans. John Birmingham, author of "He Died With a Felafel In his 
Hand", Is one of the first four books with "The Search for Savage Henry -
published under the pseudonym. Commander Harrison Biscuit. Autopsy will 
provide .T window on some of Australia's new writers, and If the first books 
arc anything to go by, It looks i^s 11 It will be an Interesting view. To celebrate 
the launch, the Great Autopsy Campus Pulp Fiction Competition Invites 
students to submit a synopsis and the first 5,000 words of a 25,000 word 
pulp fiction book. The only conditions are that the book must be exciting and 
written in the language ol today. The winner will have the completed book 
published with Autopsy. For details and entries contact Michael Duffy at 
Autopsy, PO 177, Potts Point, NSW 2011. Phone 358 3273, 
KZt 
disQust Dear Edilors 
We are wfiting to express ouW^gust at Ihe last edition ol Obiter, Iho official quarterly publication of the University of Queenslantl 
1^  fh^ ^'J 1 ®'^''°'^^ *^  '^^'®^' "^ 'BTiales) are elected by law students who are members of the UQLS, a body whose memberships 
IS less tnan half the number of all law students at UQ. The standard of article, to put 11 mildly, is poor, with a majority ol articles 
anecdotal and lull ol gossip aboul lecturers and students. 
The magazine is sent out to all olher law schools in Australia and we receive theirs in return. It is frightening to thinl< what olher 
law schools would wonder after reading the latest ISSLB of Obiter, Vol. 2/95, 
Our gripe is with the amount of overt discrimination n-asquerading as humour. This is not just confined to sexism, which we have 
come to expect in the Law School anyway, but extends to racism and ageism. To give you an idea, the editorial finishes with Ihis 
particular "|oke': » a / 
Question: What's the dilferent belween a dog and a fox? 
Answer: Aboul hall a dozen stubbies. 
Considering that Iha editorial deals mainly with the annual law ball, this can only be meant to refer to women attending thai lunction, 
and to encourage men lo judge women according to their looks, unless, of course, the man is drunk! Ju i l i l l i
On p.23 in a seclion called "Big Classifieds", one so-called classilied advertises a male seeking "ccmpanionship from Asian lady" 
Wl h a command of English not required". The ad ends with a request for applicants' vital statistics and photos. Another ad deals 
with a request for mature-age students to take part in a psychology experiment and lo bring their own car batteries, assumedly to 
kick start these older and "socially-challenged mature-age" students {p, 5). We consider that these "humorous" ads perpetuate social 
stereotypes and are derogatory to Asian women and nalure-age sludenls. 
Furthermre, there are several jibes made al WATL, lhe Women and tho Law Society. The last page of the magazine refers to an 
Th h ^Sr ^ ° ' " ^ undercover at Ihe next WATL executive meeting and living "to tell Iho story. his harrowing ordeal revealed." 
The neacline is accompanied by a picture of islamic women wearing Iraditional while headwear surrounding a woman completely 
covered in black. In the same vein are the peoples' comments on Obiter, Vol, 1/95 at p, 5, with the last one reading: "a curse on 
you and a curse on your first-born" allegedly made by an "anonymous membsr of WATL", 
In our option this article suggests that WATL is full ol radical fanatical women, and that Ihe group is not open lo male students. 
This IS patently untrue. WATL's main lunction is to add-ess gender inequities !or those women working within the legal system and 
those seeking legal represontalion. Again, the editors ol Obiter seem to us to be perpetuating social stereotypes, namely that all 
women involved with women's groups are radical feminists, acting on emotion rather than reason. 
These issues were raised at Ihe Union Council meeting on fvlay 10,1995. A motion was passed that the executive ot tne LQLS be 
condemneo lor Obiter Vol. 2/95 and be inlormed of that motion. It is doubtful, though, whether this motion will have any offoct as 
the publcation was nol printed al Clubs & Socs, but through the private funding of a large commercial law firm. Tnis means !('..^ t 
the Union had no control over the contents ol Ihe publication. Some would suggest that the guidelines fo^ Ciubs & Socs siio;.l;i 
be changed so that all material published by Union-affiliated clubs must be p-inted at Clubs & Socs and therelore cono i.rcie' '.'v.: 
scrutiny ol Ihe Union. While we support people's fundamental right to free speech, wc believe thai any c'ub, such as UCLS, •occivhcj 
Union lunding should comply wilh Union policy. 
The timalness ol this detsale highlights issues dealt with by the student committee reviewing lhe J,n;vers:ty o' Qijosnsicmd -aw 
Faculty. One of the committee's draft recommendations is Ihat "the Law School comply wilh University policy reqaraing ino use of 
racist and gender-specific language" and in general, address Ihe gender inequities existing in the Law Schoof As law sludonls, 
we endorse this recommendation and hope that both Ihe Law Schooi and the UQLS take heed. 
We would also support a move by the Union executive to criticise openly tne offending articles in Obiter and lo make the p'lvate 
sponsors aware of its contents, as Ihere is no place for discrimination on this campus o.', n (act, anywhere in society. 
Tracey de Simone 
Mary Hurwood 
;VVe a: Sompsr j-o eqjiii.y'd.sijL.s'jO f-jt i-^ G-'o- i-c! '.Z'Z Da;n"' y ac!'.oca:e f s DD-p;:^a: o--.)' e-t^: •ac::: ayoiS: se» .;• "^:J •I;;"DC'!;;:IC. 
privileges Trese pecp:<i ct sor/ /;.: a--:; cv ;":e-. gc":*; a-e c-esji'^ap;)' a- se".2' '^v^^ j' trie.- ega t^ a:- n- anj -"c a:x-;i'0-:; fa-: :-:a' •••o, 
have -^ 0 '")t an a' socai ,;:s: ce fe!;oc:& -•;x:.);;ve;y :••• t"e eJ„:at o i SyZie'" :•: =. Jr; vo-s ty cr.z esaecJ .y \".%i Jw.- r i;..;;y •.•.rz-ii) SJ:: •an.i'.X j . 
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n-'aggcts Tnank'jtiy ;here a'e scn'e gc;cc! yecce ^.:y'.:n^ 'D ^f-a^ergc ;•••• e ^ •z•^ n: t'le Law rji^u • Gao:: x - -••-Ji - •::!&• 
> 
Help the weak ones that cry for help, help the prosecuted and the victim, because they are your 
better friends; they are the comrades that fight and fall as your father and Bartolo fought and 
fell yesterday for the conquest of the joy of freedom for all the poor workers. In this struggle 
^f life you will find more love and you will be loved. 
usted 
o
Dear Editors 
I was disgusted with some of the articles that appeared in the last edition ol Semper, It makes me even more di*9«4led to know 
that my Student Fees (along wilh many others) are tinaicing your paper. It would be good lo see some more wholesome articles 
m the future. 
Amongst these articles was 'Queering the bible', and namely 'Auto eroticism'. The language and details Ihat appeared in this latter 
article were quite unnecessary. 
Filth such as this does not deserve publication. Please clean up your image. 
The distribution ol this year's Semper are terrible. I have not seen any Sempers around campus besides the small areas around 
the Semper Oflice. It is awtui to see such a big bundle of discarded papers lying downstairs from the Semper Office when they couid 
be easily distributed around Campus, Student fees are paying for this magazine. You could at least assure there is adequate 
distribution so we can see where our money is going. 
II seems sludenls will be disappointed either way. Either Ihey will receive the magazine and be disgusted with its lllth, bag language, 
and sexually explicit details; or not receive it and be angry thai their money is not being physically returned. 
For all your election promises, Semper distribution was better wilh lasl years grojp and I do not recall reading such olfensive articles. 
Semper clean up your act, 
;Arer: yau an 0'c-:e: Editor'' - Easi 
^Nicola Sacco (1891-1927) in his last letter to his thirteen year old son, Dante, August IS, 1927, three days 
before his execution In Charleston Prison, Boston, Massachusetts. Bartolo' was Bartolomeo Vanzetti (1888-
1927), who died the same night in the same electric chair, the invention of a dentist. So did an even more 
forgotten man, Celestino Madeiros (1894-1927), who confessed to the crime of which Sacco and Vanzetti 
had been convicted, even while his own conviction for anoiher murder was under appeal. Madeiros was a 
notorious criminal, who behaved unselfishly at the end. 
fallacies Dear Editors 
There are many fallacies stated and implieTln p7o-anima1 rights articles such as the one that appeared in lhe lasl issue to Semper, 
I'd like lo respond to some of Ihem. 
Why is it thai anti-vlviseclionists paint scientists as sadistic bastards who like nothing betier lhan torturing small, lurry animals? 
Sounds ridiculous when overslateid like this, doesn't il? Nevertheless, mosl pro-animal rights articles seem to suggest that we enjoy 
animal experimentation regardless of justification or ends. 
It is just not the case. 
In 7 years in the biological sciences, I havo yel to meet cne person that enjoys working on animals, or who would not do it in some 
other way if il were possible, nor have I ever met anyone who has "vested interests in supporting the bureaucracy of vivisection", or 
for whom their positions ot respect in lhe communiiy" depended on animal experimentation. 
There are examples of animal testing that have gone disastrously wrong, such as thalidomide, or Ihe RSV vaccine trials in the States, 
bul they are outnumbered oy the successful trials, polio tetanus, whooping cough, small pox, rabies and measles, to name a few. 
Ali ol these serious human diseases have been broughl under some level of conlrol, and in the case of smallpox irradicated, hrough 
the use of vaccines produced by animal experimentation. Polio virus In particular involved the use ol over 3 000 chimpanzees, and 
saved the lives of, literally, millions of peopio. I have yet to hear of anyone protesting against this vaccine, or denying Iheir children 
ils use because il involved animal experimentation. Seems a bit hypocritical to me. 
One of the mosl annoying elements of the pro animal righl lobby is their universal lagging of all types of animal experimentation 
under the banner 'vivisection', regardless of what procedures are used on the animals or why. I lor one oppose the use of animals 
in cosmetic testing, whilst supporting their use of medical research. Even just within the scope of medical experimentation. Ihere is 
a huge range of different treatments Ihat are used on animals, One I would like to concentrate on, and by far the most common 
ifljmaj.experiment of all, is the aimple injection of material inlo the animal for the production of aniibcdies. True tho animal is killed 
except maybe for the pinprick of the needle, does the animal suffer. 
medical researchers, especially in the field ol virology. Without them we would 
patitis or any olher viral disease. Anoiher case in points the recent outbreak of a 
acehorses and 1 human here in Queensland. How would anii-vivisectionists suggest we 
the ONLY means ol idemilication ol Ihe disease causing agent is ihrough the use ol ant bodies 
at the end, but at no iimv —,.._.^-.-,-, 
Animal antibodies are the main ci'agnpstic toollo 
not be able to screen donated blood lorAIDS^iT 
new disease that caused the death.'^'-'-^ 
deal wilh a problem like this M^M^ !^  
derived from animals- — 
I can acce 
resea , 
vivisecti 
they inclui 
belween hum 
ANIMAL WELFAH 
Mike Poidinger 
i W n c e r n for animals, and that some of the experiments performed on them in the name of dollars or even medical 
are unnecessary, bul does the avprage person believe the liio ol any animal is worth as much as that of a human? Anti-
nists argue against specieism. saying we should Ireal all animals equally with humans. Where do they draw the line? Do 
' i s ants, slugs, lizards o' bacteria? Wherever they do draw Ihe line, whal makes it any more arbitrary than drawing a line 
-lis and the rest of life? 
.NOT ANIMAL RIGHTS 
I t t I 
t J * * 

Tk Biq BluE 
I IIAVE kAnNiA^^EW skill 
IT ENfoWs ME W'lThill ANOTHER Wo|ll(l,\ 
I AM (JANqEROUSly ENRApTUREcil 
wirBs(Us}ffs oKcolot/il 
pES, shiMMERifyq 
3US ANd diviNE, 
lANT, pnorUSE, CON) 
^^^..^^ BENEATII is MysTE «yA r\ 
r ^ VAque, btuE, CAI i, \ J 
MUSI I SAVE mySElf FROM irs^ SEdu i^loN? 
SUSAN DIXON 
Readings at Woidsmillis: 
Nancy Calo thursday 8 June 10.3C 
Sue Gough thursday 8, une 5,i 
DrPatBuckiidgelhursday2( July 
Geoffrey Dutton thursday 2' July 
violencQ '.vaG horrific. 
The RSPCA leMived leports tiom sthod I 
sources that alleged ine birds were 'beaten I 
to s pulp' with slicks, •Incioefated- with [ 
ae'osol cans used as f,anie th'swers snd I 
(leagl.ngs weie butled atvve uhcei deafi j 
twdies. 
The scary part is that Inis i>pe of I 
iicredaiy SIjpd, cal'tusand viD,en!cruelty I 
is becomes an everyday even".. I 
This year tour yojths Beai twc dogs I 
to oealh vnth fence palngs. A nine month I 
o;d pjppy ca'ied "Melrose" had M throat j 
slashed wnr. a 25 centin'eire knite. Other 1 
dogs rave been siatbod, horses a.n3 catlie I 
have tieen starved and a whofe hos! ot j 
anmais have been t,'itown out ot ca's or o' j 
L^ Boit4 Theatije pres^^nts 
f ^FHE-e EeTROitUX^ 
or A Va cuum in a Rooiii 6f 
and art! 
. h e ••<.-.!.'a •^. ' - i> 
i Previews'13 June 8 piii,[J4^ 
C3~ C"-W.nes. 
j Free perfomiance for ijh , 
i| unwaged) | 
I Season runs IS - 8 Julv. 
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Are trose people 
psychopaths?wiii ihey 
beconw the 6me by killers ot tomorrow? 
Who knows, but lhe increasinc lev«l of 
amora! violence and the cold Ptoded lack 
of rerrorse Ihat their attackers show is 
alarming. 
The RSPCA has irianages to catch 
the prosecute most ol Ihe people i-ivolved 
in (hese cases and rescue the animals 
thei^ 've injjred, "Melrose' was wcky he 
swvived Bder a ihree hour operatx and 200 
stitches. 
Dut wtal people don'! knw is I 
tha RSPCAis a cha/ity. It's not a go/emmej 
depanmen! or a bunch or rich c 
It rescues 3t.OOO animals every yeai/ 
InveslisateseooOcompiaintsofenJejiy But 
Its resources are stretched to Ihe lynl 
Tbe RSPCA deals wHySe most 
fundarr.enlaf anvitanmentai isc(fe ^ jn^ ^ tie 
rig.*!! 10 Irfe tc a!l creatures g M ! a',d small. 
Eve7 cent it receives goe Jow-arct sa«na. 
proteci<ia and lehousina^iimals TTe only 
way It z&n "Collai a M i a f is t -^ jgh u's 
annja' doorknock apafial. II ya. rta:!)' care, 
and can spend two/ours walk-nj ;• dnving 
a'Ojnc Brisbane oft Aug ust 6, fil' o.- tne lorro 
be!o« and posv(i to; "Cotar a Oo a ' The 
RSBCA,POBe«6177.Fari.elcGi-;ens 0 
4103 or conaci ihe Univers^es n^(. A-„r7ia' 
WcSare siftie^- va tne Sludeni u->:-.- or, 377 
2237 
Paul Edwards. Uni c' Old 
Corafcerce sludeni and PLCIIC Affairs ;f,cer, 
R^CA. 
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red boots dancinc] T 
runninc |) away 
with th |»e dog. 
JUNE 8,9,10 (thurs - sat) & JUNE 14, 
15,16,17 (wod-sat). All shows at 8pm. 
Sunday Matinee on JUNE 11 at 2pin. 
Tickets $10 concession' 512 adults/ ii clilldtcn 
metro arts live theatre ph:2i 13533 
109 Etiv/atd Slieol, it^ ts City. 
theatre presents 
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